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BULL FIGHTS IN UTAH
rear.
Then ensued a number of
indicative of the votes on tie other
Salt
Lake, Utah, July 22. The great
rapid street skirmishes wry similar
amendments. The new bill becomes
Spanish
festival, which began today
to the recent battle between the In,
o law with the
president's signatured
at Saltair, a resort on the Great Salt
surrecto forces and the government
Senator Bailey'g amendment, proLake, has attracted thousands of vis
troops in Juarez. On accounts of the
posing to attach the farmers' free list
rrom au parts of the west and
itors
superior strength of, the attackers,
bill to the reciprocity measure, was
southwest
The principal day will be
however, the defenders were forced
defeated 15 to 63. The Bailey amend
II
Monday, when the anniversary of the
to capitulate.
ment to put cotton bagging and cotton
entrance of the pioneers in Salt Lake
in the opinion of the officers the
ties on the free list was beaten 17
Lake Valley will be celebrated. The
problem was carried out in a very
to 62.
most powerful magnet for
FIRST OF SERIES OF MANEUV satisfactory manner and a number of PRESIDENT TAFT WINS HIS BAT
attracting
REPRESENTING
Following was the vote on the bill: COUNSEL
DE
valuable lessons wre learned by the
vjsiiors seems to na the expectation UNPRECEDENTED HEAT IN CAL
ERS BY, GUARDSMEN EXECUT- TLE FOR CLOSER TRADE RE
Republicans against the bill Borah
7
FENSE
ASSERT THEY WERE
that reel bull fights will be given in
soldiers. The enlisted men obeyed
IFORNIA BRINGS ABOUT TERED TODAY
and Heyburn, Idaho; Bourne, Oregon;
LATIONS WITH CANADA
INSULTED
the specially erected arena at Saltair.
orders promptly and kept a good
RIFIC STORM
Erlstow and Curtis, Kansas; Burnham
cover. All of the officers kept their
Some of the most famous matadors
xsew Hampshire:
and
Clann
SOLDIERS BEHAVED BRAVELY individual units well in hand.
and toreadors from Mexico have been
The FINAL VOTE WAS
Clark and Warren, Wye' AN AD.IfllfRNMFNT IS FARTF!!
53 TO 27 Minnesota;
.......
.
here and also a number of DESTRUCTIVE
firing was frequently at close range.
brought
.
,
IU
UIIUI.U
mlo.. vawiumj ana uamble. South
CLOUDBURSTS
..n6,
Persons who contemplate visiting
bulls of the special breed employed In
BATTLE
AT SIBLEY
IMAGINARY
Cummins
Dakota;
and
IowaKenyon.
the
PARTY
AS
LINES OBLITERATED
camp tomorrow will be glad to
UNLESS COMPROMISED IT MAY the Spanish and Mexican hull ftht
MADE NATIVES THINK WAR
Jjixon, Montana; Gronna and McCum
learn that the First Regiment band,
It is quite probable, however, that the CANY0NS FILLED W,TH DEBRIS
BETWEEN
REPUBLICANS
AND
BE NECESSARY TO BEGIN
HAD BROKEN OUT
ber, North Dakota; La Follette, Wis
under the directorship of Chief Mu
AND MINING CAMPS SEVERE
church people of tie city will take
DEMOCRATS
ALL OVER AGAIN
consin ; Llppltt, Rhode Island ; Lorimer
sician Bartolo Ramirez, will give a
LY DAMAGED
ptompt steps to put a atop to any bull
lllnois; Oliver, Pennsylvania; Page,
fights that may be attempted to be
LIKE CAPTURE OF JUAREZ concert In the afternoon at 3 o'clock.
ermont; Smith, Michigan; Smoof.
At 4:1'0 there will be guard mount
ALL AMENDMENTS DEFEATED Utah.
PRISONERS ENTER PROTESTS given.
and at 5:20 the usual regimental pa
ARIZONA
SUFFERS
HEAVILY
CLOSELY
RESEMBLED rade.
COMBAT
Democrats against Bailey, Texas
Guard mount and regimental
I
DECIDING ENGAGEMENT OF'
TO PROTECT AMERICANS
Simmons,
PASSED, WAS
North DECLARE DELAY AND RED TAPE
parade are both impressive and many BILL AS FINALLY
(ELECTRICAL
Carolina.
DISTURBANCES
IN
MEXICAN REVOLUTION
people doubtless will be present to
ALREADY HAST COST THEM
EXACTLY AS IT CAME FROM
vmsningron, juiy zz. in response
for the bill Bradley,
SISTER
watch the soldiers execute them.
Kepublicans
TERRITORY
CAUSE
to the representation of the United
5 YEARS' LIBERTY
THE HOUSE
The soldiers will have a day of
Kentucky; Brandegee and McLean
BIG LOSSES
States to the Mexican government.
Opposing forces under the comConnecticut;
comparative rest tomorrow. There
Briggs, New Jersey
mand of Major Ludwig. William
...
Will be no field exercises or maneuf Crown, Nebraska; Burton. Ohio- - rvnna Viterbo, Italy, July 22. The lawyers President De La Barra has lasno nr.
and Major Arthur Ball this
ban rancisco, July
RECIPROCITY
CHRONOLOGY
.
vers. Monday, however, the work will
end Lodge, Massachusetts: Cullum n. for the defene have struck, and.as a Kent instructions for th nrntw.
an
in
interestmorning participated
tnat
fll'ed the canyons with debria
II nnfaw uamornnta' trial ws. the American ranchers at Ensenada.
be begun strenuously
rv.i
f ollowing
and will be r rauitu au,
uiuMjuuence
v
..
MWUO
ing maneuver in the immediate
and turned mlne ,buIldlngs
t- the
announcement
comof
a
uJurnea totiay until next Wednsa- continued until the encampment is
and Poindexter. AvaBhincrfo.
xt..
H""
tne scw:aiiea iiDerais or boats, marked the climax of a
neighborhood of Camp. Mills, northi,,AU"tU
hot
w "uor "em time in which to l"lBuea "7
plete agreement with Canada on
Nevada; Penrose. Pennsylvania- - p.,.
west of this city. In Major Ilfeld's brought to an end.
Lower
wave which sent the
California.
maximum
and
minimum
to
on their future attitude,
dec,d
mercury
conThe
storm
wind
up
provisdid
kins
and
yesterday
CaliforniaWorks.
comcommand, the Reds, were five
140 In the Death
Ions of the Payne-Aldric4sink
some
Valley
Unless
tariff
during
agreement is reached
son,
Delaware; Root. New Vnrfrpanies. The force under the leadertne past week.
law, President' Taft invited a
the com and 016 lawye before
(Continued on Page Five)
Stephenson,
Wisconsin;
ship of Major Bail, the Blues, was
Townsend,
The terrific heat drove miners and
conference on closer trade rela- Michigan; Wettmore, Rhode Island the sessions are resumed, It is prob ROOSEVELT
made up of three companies. Major
GIVES
tions.
out of the desert Just in
prospectors
f
able
that
the
trial
will
be definitely
roi" Bacon,
uemocrats
Bail's troops were encamped at SibGeorgia
time to avoid the heaviest rainfall the
1911.
7,
Canadian
January
CHOLERA
later
CLAIMS
stopped
and
all
over
begun
Fankhead
and Johnston. Alabama;
again.
ley, a small town almost directly east
4mountain regions surrounding the sink
representatives arrive.
The trouble began yesterday, when
and Fletcher, Florida; Cham
of the range house at Camp Mills at
VIEWS ON ALASKA have
Bryan
8
to
1911.
Reel21,
January
f
experienced for thirty years.
one
Captain
of
Fabronl,
the crown's
the foot of Beecher hill. Major
berlain, Oregon; Chilton and Watson;
procity negotiated In joint ses- - f
Reports at hand indicate consider
best
n
NINTH VICTIM sion
witnesses,
himself
Yest
defending
Ilfield'e command made an attack.
Virginia; Culberson, . Texas;
that followed.
able changes in the topography of the
and his associates of the carabineers IN
Some clever work was done by both
Davis, Arkansas;
Foster, Louisiana;
OUTLOOK
DISPresident
26, 1911.
flood swept regions. The roar of thun
January
denounced
as
skir
a
a
was
brisk
Lawyer Lioy
suborner
Owen, Oklahoma: Hitchcock.
majors and there
Taft sends agreement to senate.
CUSSES
der
DEVELOPMENT
in sections more than 100 miles
OF
.
A
.
.
of
r
on
i
rvpHurv
.vitA im u UD
t(a ",1"1CU
mish at close range within the town SUSPECTED CASE AT BELLEVUE
Jonnson, Maine; Kern and Shively .? "7 " '
. January 28, 1911.
MoCall, re-from
this city could be heard here.
THAT
TERRITORY
manner.
of Sibley.
. Indiana;
.., rnnhHnn .auw,uca
Martin and Swans ' vlrM
During the excite
N. Y., AROUSES
HOSPITAL,
In the zone Intersected, by tha Tono-11
.
.
..
m,r,
The maneuver as planned by First
'(
vluw VLUVT lawyers lert the
bill.
4 nia; Martine, New Jersey; Myers.
APPREHENSION
Lieutenant F. S. Young, U. S. A.,
"er sent a message New York, July 22. Theodore1""1'1 laew.ar railroad many canyons
Montana; Newlands, Nevada; O'GotJ
the
February 14. 1911,-Pa- ssed
a"nost completely, filled with
and General Brookes, was as follows:
U1ncm, eaying that they Roosevelt has an article on the riVvpi.rereJ
house by a vote of 221 to 93.
ran' New York' Overman, North rre8IQenl
w na at 1118 mines among tha
New
York,
Cholera
Maneuver No. 1., Camp Mills, July
Alaska
July 22.
m
in
of
oiment
uw
WKn
issue
of
today's
return
to th
algmty
For: republicans 78; democrats
Carolina; Painter, Kentucky; Pomer- claimed another victim today among
The Outlook. He declares two factor nUla bunk nouses were carried away
22, 1911.
143.
ene, Ohio; Reed and Stone, Missouri, UUIC " lney were not assured of pro- Against:
87;
republicans
aild a numDer ot horses were drown- -the
In
the hospital at SwineGeneral Situation
patients
tectlon.
At
same
prog- the
time they said tc be responsible for retarding
democrats 6.
f bmith, Maryland, Smith, South Carc- .
.
1.
i
.4,
fAae,
4.
A blue division Is In camp twenty bourne Island.
The death of Domet-rlwere taking steps to persuade the coo u iuu4. uuevLiuuj mo great cap- C"
March 4, 1911. Senate ad- - f lina; Taylor, Tennessee;
William. they
miles northeast of Las Vegas. A red
Anagnoson, aged 17, reported
offending lawyers to withdraw from italists who wished to develon Ataxic
i
journs without action.
Severe storms In Arizona
f Mississippi.
forse Is advancing from the west.
there, makes the 1 total; deaths in
hv mubinir
Pnnrmvna fnTtiln0 tnr
rbe case.
. ...
4.
1911. Conerflsa rnnvon.
Phoenix, , Axis., juiy 22. Bleotrfoal
w fj w.rv Jl C U BZ iA ,
" .1 . Tha
The boy was a - April
quarantine nine.
6fc and hi defiance
IhcatiisetVea
Special Situation
a!f5ttla
1
f 1
The
prisoners protested violently
m uy
storms general throughout the north
xait in extra Punont.
"
' Delaware: ' Frve. Malno? , finl.
steerage passenger on the steamer
Blue
against the postponement, saying that of law." and the congressmen, who, ern and central
Besslon to ratify agreement.
New
Tennea
Lea.
linger,
A blue regiment which arrived at Moltke from Naples.
portions of the terri
new
Hampshire;
No
cases
"under the pretense of hostility
April 12, 1911. Democratic 4 se: Percy, Mississippi; Raynor, Mary. between the uncompromising attitude the
have rendered telegraphic comtory
of
cholera
were
the
21
once
on
reported
at
among
decline
to
departed
Sibley
July
corporations,
of the lawyers on one hand and the
permit the munication more
issuer underwood Introduces hfcnd; Tillman, South Carolina.
uncertain than it has
for Onava, leaving a blue battalion other immigrants undergoing, examin
red tape on the other, they had al passage of legislation which will en been
The
for
senators
who
were present, but
years.
Lighting
to guard the village. At 10 p. m., ation at Hoffman Island.
systems of
to
able
them
do their work honestly
ready suffered five years' imprison
April 21. 1911. Passes house - urn
i
aa nut
this and other places have suffered.
The cholera guard today centered
uuutlUBe ui vvsiug puirtu
to
and
July 21, the battalion commander refields
coal
the
a
ment.
with
develpp
r
or: repumicans 6; r with aWnt
10 8j.
ceives information that a red battal- attention on Bellevue hospital in the
fair profit to themselves, while doing The government telegraph lines east
uBuiuumu . zus. Against: repno- - k.
and west of Maricopa were dead for
C11UUUL. '
a
rear
of
where
iiUUi.
case
Utah
the
that
Sutherland,
city,
.
n.
ion which had previously been report1.
All.
U.
P. TOUCHES 192
jjstlce to others."
riiuaiin o; aemocrais II. i
r Thornton, Louisiana.
some
time yesterday, .as were the
ed at San Geronimo was advancing to arouses suspicion has been discovNew York, July 22. The
Referring specifically to the Con
upward
ered. The suspect is Manuel Barba- wxirs iHu et;iMiio
wires
one
iuciu
along tha Santa Fa railroad.
vauaiicjtjts,
attack his position.
troller
movement in stocks was resumed at
mlttee receives house bill.
Bay case, Mr. Roosevelt says
from Georgia, due to the resignation
who arrived here
do, a Spaniard,
Western Union linemen who had finSpecial Situation
the
Controller
June 13, 1911. Finance com- - f
of
under
con
the
f
actual
market today.
opening
Bay,
of Senator Terrell, and Colorado.
from Liverpool July 1 as a fireman
Red
Union Pacific was the strong feature ditions, offers the only chance or, at ished wiring new poles yesterday at .
mlttee reports It without recom- a
on
steamer
An
from
of
vote
showed
Arh Fork were boarding a train to
tramp
the
originally
analysis
that of the list, advancing
A red battalion sent out from the
f mendatlon.
of a point, any rate, very much the best chance
leave
when a bolt of lightning destroy
red force to push back the enemy South America. Some anxiety has f June 14, 1911. Senate debate f $4 republicans voted against the Mil to 192
its
of the year. for a free outlet from the great Ber
been aroused by the fact that the
and 21 In favor of It, while three denv Gains elsewherehigh price
ed
all
the work they had just
encamped on the nlghV. of July
were
f begins.
small but vir ing river coal fields. It was the im
f
at San Geronimo. On July 21 it ad man wa,s taken sick at a sailors' f June 2. 1911. Senate defeats 4- ocrata voted against it and 32 In favor tually the entire list shared to the perative duty of the government to
vanced eastward and on the night of boarding house here before his re- f Root paper amendment to bill, f
advance. After openlncr trains hnd keep this outlet free and not to dis
went into camp west of moval to the hospital.
been increased fractionally the mar pose of It to
1911. Senate votes
July
BIG MILITARY TOURNEY
f
22,
July
any individual or individ
No new cases have been reported
About
on the map.)
hill 7100 (9-ket eased off. Selling orders were uals. Whether or not there was lm
bill and passes it.
f
(;n
Chicago,
f
July 22. The great militarv
at
dusk a right flank patrol drove off among the other Immigrants
met easily and the lists retained
4.
4.
tournament under the auspices of the
YOUNG MILLIONAIRE
in
the
action
which
propriety
resulted
a blue patrol quarantine.
)
of hill 7100
parts of gains. The market closed
the Instant filing of claims by Mr. Chicago Association of Commerce
The health officers look for an
which retreated to the northeast. At
The firmness of the first hour
easy.
and others,- does not go to the opened here today at Grant park, to
Ratified
to
in
the
Ryan
the future owing
By Big Majority
SLEW WIFE, CHARGE gave way to dullness and in a
7 p. m. a ranchman named Ortiz was easier task
sagging root of the matter. The public inter continue all through next week. Six
fact that most of the steamers from
Washington, July 22. By a vote
brought into ' camp and reluctantly
thousand troops, representing
in
the
later
all the est demanded that the land
tendency
53
of
to
senate
trading
the
the
27,
should be
today passed
stated there was. a battalion of blue the Mediterranean will not take pas
militia of Illinois and several other
lost.
gains
being
the
Canadian
as
or
bill
C.
and
HENRY
from
under
BEATTIE
Palermo
HELD
sengers
reciprocity
AT
to
Naples
public control, and that
infantry in Sibley. The battalion comstates, regular troops from Fort
while the epidemic lasts there.
iginally drafted. The measure, howprevent monopoly its use should bs
RICHMOND, VA., FOR ATROmander decides to attack.
CAMFIELD
Sheridan and Britsh troops from
WINS
SUIT
a
cannot
next
become
until
law
ever,
permitted only under such conditions Canada
The maneuver was carried out as
CIOUS CRIME
By
will take part in the tourna
the
motion
attor
sustaining
of
Wednesday, as the 'house adjourned
as the public needs require. Remem
WHEAT PRICES SOAR
planned. The red force sent forth
ment, which has already attracted
neys for the defense that the suit of ber
12:09 o'clock until that time, and
at
always that such action would not several thousand
a secondary attack as a feint against
Chicago, July 22. Less favorable the bill must
A. W. Thompson against the
visitors to this city.
Camfiejd mnuer
be returned to the house
Richmond, Va., July 22. Henry C.
development. It would have city.
the village of Sibley from the west crop reports today from both sides of
Cam-fieland
D.
Development
A.
for
company
can
before
it
be Beattle, Jr., the
engrossment
favored development, for it would
for the purpose of holding the enemy the Canadian line put up the price of
young millionaire,
be dismissed, Judge Clarence J.
signed by the president.
have
enabled any honest corporation
who
is
under
arrest
in his position and endeavoring to vheat.
with
the
charged
Discouraging advances re
WOMAN AVIATOR KILLED
The passage of the reciprocity killing of his young wife, sent a mes Roberts yesterday afternoon brought to come in and do its part In
force him to' send forward his re- garding India and the Argentine Re
develop
to
an
end that piece of litigation. Cam-fielEtampes; France, July 22. Mma
the country without fear of being
serve. In the meantime the main at- public were also factors on the bull bill by the senate today, in precise- sage to his father today in which he
ing
thus won a complete victory.
ly th'e form It emerged from the declared absolutely untrue in every
crowded out by some other corpora IDenise Moore Is the first woman
tack advanced under cover down the side.
was suing for a
Thompson
will
to
an
house,
end
Presi
bring
tion
west
which by unwise government ac- victim of aviation. She was killed ht
of
the
camp,
the
arroyo
passed
particular
signed statement of interest in certain lands on
the
Las
dent
Taft's
for
measthe
long fight
south of the asylum under protection
tion might obtain a monopolistic the aerodrome here last night Mm?.
Paul Beattie, his cousin, to the effect
Moore had already made several fine
Vegas grant deeded by the board of
ure. During the debate which led
of the hill and along an arroyo to REVOLUTIONISTS ARE
that he had bought the shotgun with trustees to the Camfield
right."
ascents
and was about to make ahi jh
to
final
up
Development
today's
action, party which it is alleged Beattle shot his
the Gallinas river.
Thence, under
company. This brings to an end pra?- When
were
about 150 feet In tha
lines
night.
a
and
swept
away
vigorous
the protection of the Hot Springs
wife yesterday on a lonely road near
air her biplane was caught by a gust
tically all legal controversies of the SIXTY NEW POSTAL
MARCHING ON CAPITAL fight was waged to saddle the mea here.
branch? railway embankment, against
and capsized. It fell
Camfield company that are. of local
sure with ilders that friends of the
straight to tha
the southwest corner of the town.
local
The
set
about
Interest.
earth and the. woman was crushed
police
today
measure
claimed would have meant
This movement was highly successBANKS ARE CREATED beneath it. Mme. Moore was a
as far as possible their
ful up to the arrival at the railroad SITUATION OF HAITIEN GOVERN the detest of the whole proopsltlon. strengthening
case
the
French, woman, although she had an
accused
husband.
DEMANDS
against
Seventy-eigh- t
FULL INVESTlfi atiam
senators were present
MENT CRITICAL
At that point, however, the
.bridge.
PRESIDENT
has been cool and appar
latter
The
New York, July 22. Professor Flnvrl
wl
n the bill was taken up.
English name. She was about 25
The
defenders discovered the advance of
SIMON ILL
TEN FIRST CLASS AND
FIFTY years old. She had hoped to obta'n
amendment of Senator McCumber of ently undisturbed since his arrest last M. Robinson, the New York food
the attacking force and threw "all
SECOND CLASS POSTOFFICES
a pilot's license next week.
North Dakota, reducing the duties night and showed no indication that
who was dismissed from the bu- of their available forces in at the
Port Au Prince, Haiti, July 22. The on many necessities of life and In- he would abandon the story he has reau of
DESIGNATED
front to block its further advance.
chemistry a fortnight ago, folrevolutionists are marching on this creasing the free list, was first tak- told from the first, that his wife was lowing the
AUTO BLOWN INTO RIVER
The two opposing forces came Into
controversy over henznat.,
shot to deatn Dy a strange mac from of soda between Dr.
Washington,
contact with each other on either city, the capital. The situation of the en up and defeated 16 to 64.
July 22. An automo
Washington, July 22, Ten first class
Harvey W. Wiley
Sibile was blown into th
Previous to Its final passage, the the roadside while seated beside him andtheRemsen beer
Pntnm.i
side of ai open field, the defenders government is critical. President
in
addition
to the four al
Interests, has tfe- - postoffices,
uuea to aemand a thorough Invest!-saon- . ready designated, were named today river and Harry E. Atwood's aer
on the north and the attackers try- mon, who is disappointed by the re- senate by overwhelming votes de- la his automobile.
verses of the government troops at feated one after another various
plane was wrecked by the wind dur
Dr. Robinson discloses
Paul Beattle went Into convulsions
ing to advance from the south side.
his by Postmaster General Hitchcock, as ing a severe
Fort
is
ill
with
Uberte,
pulseriously
amendments
wind, rain and bail
offered by Senators Mc when arrested and wa
The attackers, however, were unable
unconscious purpose i na letter to Alfred
Among' them storm
postal savings banks.
which swept tha citv last
to cross the open ground and at this monary troubles. He is at the palace. Cumber, Nelson, Simmons, ' La Fol for gome time.
a leader in the fight for
..! i..
are
Ariz.. Pueblo, Colo., AlPhoenix,
pure
A ray of hope Is found In the news lette and
night The aeroplane was In Potomomer
Cummins, intended to put vabegan a very successful
The coroner's inquest was resumed food. Professor Robinson savs hta buquerque, N. M., and Dallas, Tex.
mac park. A party motored to the
flank movement, carried out by today that the Haitien gunboat
rious food products on the free Hst today. Whatever may be the result of dismissal Is an
Prior to June 30 more than 15,000
attempt to harm Dn
which was recently taken by and reduce other articles, and Jn i e the
park before tha storm broke to see
Major llfeld with the bulk of his
Inquiry, the police declare they Wiley.
persons had opened postal savings acThe wind threw the
thexaerop!ane.
Torces against the enemys left flank. the insurgents at Gonalves, has been Nelson amendment
counts in 400 offices.
restoring half of will hold the husband for trial. They
aeroplane
a band stand, toagainst
This flanking movement, advanced recaptured by the government cruiser the duty on grains and farm products. believe the crime was committed
Otis B. Hall and Joseph Hall of
by
Fifty additional second class postof tally demolishing it,
from the orchard under cover of an Antonione Simon and brought bac'-her- The La Follette amendment,
turning the au:o- man.
ens
Paul
fices
a
Norwich,
Beattie is held as
comprisConn., are visitors in this
today were also designated a? mobile over and whirled
It into tha
'arroyo and high Intervening ground
a
ing
:
general revision of the woj1 tar-- witness.
,
city. They arrived this afternoon
postal savings hanks.
river. Ko one was hurt.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY .OPTIC. SATURDAY, JULY 22, 191 1,
the manifold phases of inter-racirelations, the addresses were collected long before the time jet fx
the opening of the congress and published in book form in English and
French. This will save a great deal
01 time at the sessions.
The address
ee will not be formally read, though
they will be used as the basis of dis
cussions. Political Issues of the hour
will not be discussed, excepting In so
far as they have a bearing upon interThe congress will
racial relations.
divide its time so as to discuss fundamental considerations, the meaning of
race and nation, general conditions of
progress, peaceful contact between
civilizations, special problems, In
economics, the modern conscience in relation to racial questons
and positive suggestions for promoting
inter-racifriendliness.
The civilizations of twenty races
of
will be represented by speakers
these races and by papers prepared
by them. The list Includes
Wu Ting Fang, General Legitof Hayti; Dr. Felix
ime,
Adler, Israel Zangwlll, Sir Charles
Dilke, Prof. W. F. Burghardt Du Bola,
piofessor of economics at the University of Atlanta, Fred C. Croxton, chief
statistician of the United States
commission; Brajendranath
Seal, M. A., a distinguished educator
cf India; Dr. Felix von Luschan, of
Berlin; Prof. Tongo Takebe of Japan
and scores of others of equal prominence. Among the American delegates
are Dr. Felix Adler, Dr. S. Wise, Prof.
George B. Adams of Yale; Miss Jane
Addams, Congressman Bartholdt, Congressman Bennett, Prof. Frank Boas,
President Faunce of Brown University
and many others.
upon

FIRST CONGRESS
OF THE RACES
OF WORLD
IN
LONDON
IT WILL CONVENE
COMING WEEK FOR FOUR

DAYS' SESSION

London, July 22. All preparations
are completed for the First Universal
Races congress, which will constitute
the most important event In this city
next week. The congress, In which
practically M races of the human family will be represented, will meet in
the Central building of the University
of London on Wednesday of next
week and will remain in session four
days. The object of the gathering Is
the discussion in the light of modern
knowledge and the modern conscience
of the general relations between the
peoples of the west and those of the
coleast, between white and
ored peoples, with a view to encouraging between them a fuller understanding, the most friendly feelings
and a heartier
The Idea of 'the congress originated
with Dr. Felix Adler, who firstsug-gBtebis plan at a conference at
Eihenach, Germany, in July, 1906. His
suggestion was widely discussed and
commented upon. Although there was
no lack of those who ridiculed the
idea of such a conference and who expressed the opinion that closer relation between the races would be nelth-e- d
desirable no beneficial to civilizascientists,
tion, many distinguished
statesmen and political leaders hearti- HERN FINDS OUT
ly endorsed Dr. Adler's suggestion.
Slowly the plan ripened and developed
HOW IT HAPPENED
strongly supported by the British foreign office and many Influential
statesmen and leaders of Great Britain.
DEFEATED CANDIDATE FOR VICE- No empire occupies such a vast area
PRESIDENT INFORMED BY
or has Its constituent parts so widely
LORIMER WITNESS
scattered as the British empire, and
to
no
other empire hag
accordingly
22. The office of
face so constantly the grave problem Washington, July
of
state
of New York
the
secretary
of being fair and just to their races.
Investi
Lormer
was
the
into
brought
For this reason it was only proper
that the initiative in bringing about gation today when C. F. Wlehe, one of
svch a congress should be taken by the central figures in the present hear
L'n&'and and that the first of these ing before the senate Lorlmer com
race gatherings should be held in mittee, testified that $1,000 had been
asked of him as the price of a copy of
London
Mr. G. SpUler. of London, the prin the list of contributors to the Taft
Alcipal promoter of the plan In England, Campaign fund in 1908 on file at
wrs made honorary general secretary bany.
He testified that he had been inof the congress and it was he who
formed
by telegram fAm either the
sent
out
the
organized
undertaking
the call and invitations and prepared secretary of state, or his office, that
the program for the congress. Hp the list, consisting of 128 pages, had
was encouraged in his work by the been destroyed, but later an offer to
furnish it for ?1,000 was made. Wiehe
strong support he received from
that he wanted to know if
explained
leaders, members of '.he
H.
McCormick had contributed
Cyrus
of
the
court
permanent
arbitration,
delegates to the second Hague con- to the fund but said he did not considference, British premiers, colonial er the Information worth 1,000.
"Do you mean to say there are 128
bishops, professors of International
law, leading anthropologists and so- pages of contributions to the Taft
campaign fund?" asked Senator Kern,
ciologists and hundreds of others
The congress will be opeend by late vice presidential candidate on the
Lord Weardale, the honorary presi- ticket opposed to Taft.
"Yes, sir," replied the witness.
dent, on Wednesday morning and
"I see how it happened then," rethere will be a morning and an afternoon session on every one of the f wr sponded the defeated candidate.
days of the congress. In view of the
There are men who could easily
large number of delegates expectei to
attend the gathering and of the im- lose their reputations without missposing number of addresses promised ing them.
d
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"WhataRelief!
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Only the woman who has tried knows
what comfort and relief a New Perfection
Oil Cook-stov- e
brings into the kitchen.

It is not only that the New Perfection cooks so welL
It saves so much work in other ways. There are no
ashes to clean up before going to bed ; no fire to bank for
the night Everything is ready for cooking in the
morning
at a touch of a match.
You are saved from an overheated kitchen; saved
from soot and dirt; saved from chopping wood and
carrying coal. In the kitchen or the laundry, for the lightest or
the most elaborate meal you will find the New Perfection
stove with the New Perfection oven is the best and most
convenient
MSe with 2 and 3
with
.

1

OiliCook-stov- e

,

burner,

kmg, lurquoiw blu enameled chimey.
Handsomely finished throughout. Tha
be had with of
without a cabinet top, which 6tlad with
towel
meiTea,
ate
racks,
drop
everywhere! or write for da
Krtpthra circular to the i

Llen

oftbe

Continental Oil Company
(Incorporated)

n

STRAY

TOPICS

FROM LITTLE OLD NEW YORK

New York, July 22. The hot weath
er of the past few weeks seems to have
bad a stimulating effect upon the degenerates and criminals in this ci'.y
and they kept the police extremely
busy. Fortunately the heat also seem
ed to stimulate the energy and ingenuity or the officers of the law and
in several cases they succeeded in
making important captures. Among
the miscreants arrested were two boys
undoubtedly degenerates, who had for
some time derived "great fun" from
shooting at Inoffensive persons, mostly
children. Several children were shot
by the young criminals and one of
their victims, at least, has but llule
hope of recovering. The older of the
two boys, who was positively Identified as one of the assailants, is about
fifteen or seventeen years of age and
has already a criminal record. For
stealing a bicycle he was committed
to the Catholic Protectory, from which
institution he was released only a few
days before his arrest for shooting
several children.

caves of the old Kentucky "Moonshine" district, but the amount of
mountain dew" produced there is
scarcely worth mentioning compared
with the capacity of the "Moonshine"
distillery raided In Brooklyn the other
revenue
The government's
day.
agents, who had done a clever bit of
detective work, arrested six men and
seized 2,000 gallons of Illicit brandy
and two stills, capable of producing
150 gallons each per day.

It' was quite characteristic of the ice

The trees in Central Park and in
other parks of the city are covered
with caterpillars, who are making
short work of the foliage. The park
department's attention has been directed to this fact by many well mean-

at Sensational Prices
$6.00 to $19.50 Garments for $5.00
We have left from our season's business just 22 Wash Dresses, well and neatly made
from Gingham and Linen either plain or fancy patterns. These were marked to sell at
$7.50 up to $19.50, 14 of them above $10.00.
Wash Suits, made from Linenne, Rep and Linen and tastefully
Eighteen two-pietrimmed with contrasting colors. These were marked to sell at $6.00 to $14.50 each, 10
ce

of them above $9.00.
Choice of either line, all this week, for only

$5.00

The Rev. William Stoe, pastor of
the Broad street Method 1b t Episcopal
church in Trenton, N. J., has started
a movement among the girls in his
congregation which is rather unusual
in connection with a church. He has
organized a Girl Rangers club and has
established a range, where he instructs
the sweet girls in the proper and effi
cient use of fire arms. As a side line
he will also Instruct the girls in gymnastics and he hopes that before the
summer is over every one of the "Ran
gers" will be a crack shot.

trust that the price of ice was raised
during the recent hot spell. It' was
not claimed that last winter's ice crop
had been a failure or even short;
neither did the officials of the trust
give as an excuse that the ice cost
the trust more during the hot weather
than at other times. The only reason
given for the increase in price was,
that owing to the heat the demand for
ice had increased and the trust found
difficult to Bupply the suddenly in
creased demand, owing to the poor

'
ing citizens, but the informants Inreeclved
the reply that they
variably
must be mistaken.
They were told
that the park department had several
men looking after the trees and that
they were fully capable of holding the
In the
caterpillar pest in check.
meantime the caterpillars, undisturbed
system of distribution employed by and unmolested by poison or traps,
the subordinate companies making the continue to feast upon the choicest
leaves and the trees are beginning to
deliveries to the consumers.
look like shaggy brooms.

There are some men in the frater
nity of crooks who are well educated
and clever enough to make a success
in some honest calling, could they
only resist the temptation of preying
upon the rest of mankind. There are,
for instane, two clever crooks, well
educated and apparently not without
refinement, who make a specialty of
robbing jewelers by substituting paste
rings for valuable diamond rings and
pawning or selling the latter. One of
the men, who signs himself .the
Pennyweighter," seems to find
a peculiar pleasure in writing letters
full of humor and sarcasm to the Jew
eler's Circular Weekly after every suc
cessful coup. In his last communication to the trade paper named the
literary crook explained that he had
some time ago "retained for inspection" a ring with a nice Cape diamond
from the largest jewelry store in Newark, N. J., and that he had pawned
the bauble for $150 with a pawnbroker
lu Brooklyn. Strange to relate, the
Newark jeweler referred to did not
know that he had been robbed until
his attention was called to it by the
letter sent to the jewelers' trade paper. The ring was found In the pawnbrokers shop mentioned in the letter.
The writer of the letter evidently had
a grudge against the pawnbroker, be
cause the latter had refused to lend
more than $125 for the same rlns,
when the crook offered it as security
again after he had redeemed it once.
"Bear-Heade-

Wash Suits and Dresses

d

All the shady seats in Union Square
were taken the other day toward the
end of the noon hour. Thero were
plenty of vacant seats in the sun. but
it was e scorching hot day. A young
mun and a girl strolled into the park
from Broadway, and, finding no place
to rest, obtained by strategy What they
couid net get by fair means. Stand
ijig near enough to the sitters toJe
hejrrd, the young man remarked: "It's
pretty near time he passed over."
"Who?" innocently asked the girl, not
seeing what her companion was getting at. "Why, Wilbur Wright. He's
going to circle the Metroplitan Tower
today. Starts from Garden City. It's
five minutes of 1 now; let's go and
see him. He's to be there at 1." The
report that one of the Wrights was to
do an air stunt spread rapidly, and as
the Metropolitan Tower could not be
aeen from the choice spot in which
the youth had selected to sit, more
than half of those occupying the benches started pff. Two of the coolest,
shadiest seats were then selected by
the youth, and he and his companion
sat down for a pleasant chat.
The mountain regions of Kentucky
have always had, the reputation of being the home of the "Moonshiners,"
as the makers of illicit whisky and
brandy are called. Bpt how true that
may have been once upon a time, it
is no longer so. Of course, there may
still be a few small stills hidden away
iu the lone mountain cabins or in

SEEKS WHEREABOUTS
OF

TJ.

ROWLEY

HIS
SISTER. NOW LIVING IN
GREAT FALLS, MONT..WRITES

THE OPTIC
In an effort to learn the whereabouts of her brother. T. E. Rowley,
Mrs. Sarah A. Hensler of Great Falls,
The
Mont, his sister, has written
Optic, asking thlyiaper to assist in
locating the missing man.
According to Mrs. Hensler, Rowley
came to Las Vegas from Chicago in
1881, residing here until 1882. During
the time he was here he worked for
the Santa Fe Railway company under
Pete McElroy, who was roadmaster
at the time. He also worked for
James Manning.
Rowley is described by his sister
as having red lair and blue eyes.
Any information regarding him will
be thankfully received by his sister.
KIDNEY DISEASES

NO

FOR

TELEPHONE
ORDERS
ACCEPTED

CASH
ONLY

TO

N.
Soldiers--Visito- rs

n. n. o.

Las Vegans.

The Las Vegas Optic will give the members of the First Regiment of Infantry,
National Guard, a grand military ball
at the Duncan Opera House on the evening of
July 25, at 9 p. m.
The' dance will be in honor of the visiting
soldiers, and everybody in Las Vegas is cordially invited to attend and help entertain the
guardsmen.
The Optic gave its first Military ball two
years ago on the occasion of the territorial encampment. This will be its second appearance
in the role of host, and to make the occasion a
of
tremendous social success, the
the citizens is especially desired.
No tickets will be sold, or subscriptions
solicited. It is to be The Optic's ball and the
Optic will foot the bill.
The Date
New-Mexic-

co-operati-

The Place

ARE CURABLE

DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE.
The Time

9 O'CLOCK P.

n.

HostThe

Las Vegas Optic, Assisted by the
People of Las Vegas.

The man who is part of the show H23E22
is
misses the fun, but he gets a share
of the gate receipts.

A

Q3

Particularly the Ladies.
Not only pleasant and refreshing to
the taste, but gently cleansing and sweet-'enin- g
to the system, Syrup of Figs and
Elixir of Senna is particularly adapted
to ladies and children, and beneficial in
all cases in which a wholesome, strengthening and effective laxative should be
used. It is perfectly safe at all times and
dispels colds, headaches and the pains
caused by indigestion and constipation so
promptly and effectively that it is die one
perfect family laxative which gives satisfaction to all and is recommended by
millions of families who have used it and
who have personal knowledge of its excellence.
Its wonderful popularity, however, has
led unscrupulous dealers to offer imitations which act unsatisfactorily. There-lor- e,
when buying, to get its beneficial
effects, always note the full name of the
Company California Fig Syrup Co.
plainly printed on the front of every
package of the genuine Syrup of Fig?
and Elixir of Senna.
For sale by all leading druggists. Price
50 cents per bottle.

on

TUESDAY EVENING, JULY 25.

under certain conditions. The right
medicine must be taken before the
disease has progressed too far. Mr
Perry A. Pitman, Dale, Tex., says:
I was down In. bed for four months
with kidney and bladder trouble and
One bottle cf Foley's
gall stones.
Kidney Remedy, cured me well and
sound." Ask for It. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.
Salesman You'll find these good
wearing socks, sir.
Customer Rather loud, aren't they?
Salesman Yes, sir. But that u- -the feet from going to sleep. Tit- y
Bits,

o

California

Los Angeles or San Diego, Fare for the round trip

San Francisco, Fare for the round trip
Tickets on sale daily, good for

stop-over-

s

v
$45.60
$50.00

at any point in either direction, within final limit

October 31, 1911.
To make your trip complete do not fail to visit the

GRAND CANYON of ARIZONA
the worlds greatest scenic wonder.
Side Trip from Williams, Arizona
.
.
.

$6.50

Any information regarding these and other trips will be cheerfully given at the ticket office.
'

D.

L 1UTCHE1.0R,

Agent.
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FADS AND,
FASHIONS

frontier-sketches-

PULPIT

)

191 1.

"Ever undergo any hardships on
your cruise shipwreck or anything
like that?
"Never was shipwrecked, but we
went out once without a crockscrew
aboard." Pittsburg Post.

:and:
Get Wise cn Gloves
The most notable horse race ever
to bur cheap flom
Yoa know it'a cxpesaiv
pulled off here in the mountain region
Tbey aoak through with alum, water and ou bar
occurred at General Adobe Hatch's
dan after wettmir don't Drotect vour baa da.
"JUbMtoT' Glorea arc the moat economical
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
hill a short
ranch out on the nine-mil- e
New York, July 22. The exigencies ed at the throat
fere. Tbey wear loafrtat and feci beat
cannot
Celebrated HoratJudt used ia them
as
drath'e
local
they
by
applications,
of fashion during past seasons have One of the new side frills Is made distance from Las Vegas, New Mexico
Ciadr ud bant proof.
of the ear.
diseased
reach
the
portion
CHURCH
the
OF
1866.
summer
in
IMMACULATE
The
of
THE
the
way
completely revolutionized the style ot of wide maline lace attached to an
There is only one way to cure deafon that CO INCEPTION
Adrian
Rabeyrolle, ness, and that is by constitutional
women's underclothes.
The modish insertion of
net. A sportive natives were plucked
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
woman or today wears fewer under- narrow frill of plain net finishes the occasion is a sore spot which the few pastor.
For Railroad Man
First mass at 7 a, m.; second mass inflamed condition of the mucous lin
clothes than the woman of a year or other edge. This frill is attached to remaining haseayampers down there
art
When
perfect fctcaaae they aewer atiffra frasa wvttlaf ot
Tube.
Eustachian
the
of
ing
10 a. m. Sunday school in English
timet from heat. Wma Htm wita aoaa aud water. They
two ago, and those she does wear are a high stock of embroidered net edged do not care to discuss and this may be
this tube is Inflamed you have a rum
arwed with Haea thnae-lo-rk
etltrhe4
d Spanish at 3 p. ni., in Spanish at
was never bereason
the
the
why
and
story
or
they "Mana tnc trim. ' They are
sound
less aggressively
hearing,
imperfect
bling
finer, with black velvet. Tiny black velvet
worth store taaa otber glove but
30
m.
of
kmiI
Rosarv
p.
mort.
and
benediction
is
Jack
clubs,
fore
told
The
in
deafness
when
is
it
print.
entirely closed,
daintier and alas more . expensive. buttons adorn the central piece of inAsk your dealer foe ttte renvtna
LASBESTOC
wAet-tM.woaian i
the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p. the result, and unless the inflamma"
a3 one of the professional sports was
W
t hcra tell ea his name
1ui
The combination in one form or an- sertion.
out
this
and
tube
taken
can
be
tion
the
after
same
never
looked
the
called,
other is the favorite undergarment,
EISENDRATH'S
One unusual design in a side frill, in
restored to its normal condition,
Catbechism for English speaking
Elstndnth Glovi Co.
CELEBRATED
and the woman who has worn it finds stead of being attached to a straight race but men like Marcus Brunswick,
hearing will be destroyed forever;
on
sua mimm
hiidren
4 p. m.. and on nine cases out of ten are caused by
Wilson
Frank
Waddingham,
HIDE
Tuesday
Chapman,
HORSE
it hard to go back to separate corset pfece of insertion, has the doubleIn
10
an
is
but
a.
Crawford
which
for
Saturday
Nolan
and
catarrh,
nothing
in.;
Pcgleg
Spanish speakcovers and drawers or underskirts, pleated frill joined to a triangular piece Captain
g children on Thursday 4 p. m., and flamed condition of the mucous
with their multiplicity of waistbands of pleated handkerchief linen. The who were natural inborn speculators,
3 Saturday at 9 a, m.
suffered their losses with better
. We will
give One Hundred Dollars
.always shrinking out of place in the frill is attached to the stock collar
equanimity.
for
of deafness (caused by
case
FOR SALE BY
any
inand
their
troublesome ty means of narrow Valenciennes
laundering
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SOR catarrh) that cannot be cured by
The best old terrior In that country
sertion two inches long. When worn was
fastenings.
Send for cir
Lucien B. Maxwell of the famous ROWS Rev. Paul Gilberton. pastor. Hall's Catarrh Cure.
Not that corset covers, separate the upper point of the frill is pinned
First mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sun culars, free.
land grant whose fine casa grande on
F. Z. CHENEY & Co., Toledo, Q
drawers and separate underskirts are at the left shoulder, while the lower
the Cimarron was the rendezvous for day excepted. Second mass 8:30,
Sold by Dugglsts, 75c.
not worn. They arc, and many wo- corner is fastened over at the right
who traveled in those days. iermon in English, hymns rendered
Take Hall's Family Pills for constV
men favor them, Insisting that the side, the entire frill curving from the everybody
He owned a fine race mare named Fly oy the children under the direction pation.
women who need to consider launder- upper right to the lower left and sug,
WHOLESALERS OP
and foolishly put out the challenge to jf the Sisters of Loretto. Third mass
J
ing economies will find the separate gesting the fichu.
The uniform success t&at has at
&
Gloves
the world that he was willing to send at 10:30 a. m.. sermon in Snanlnh.
Hats,
Notions,
Shoes,
Caps
Clothing, Dry Goods,
There Is not particularly much to her
garments better, since often one needs
rom 3 to 4 Sunday school. At 4 tended the use of Chamberlain's Colic,
against anything that might come
Diarrhoea
has
Cholera
and
LAS
NEW
MEXICO.
Remedy
diswhen
VEGAS,
not.
new
another
does
hats
of
about
But
the
changing
say
shapes
Sacra made it a favorite everywhere. It can
along. The challenge provided that for Benediction of the Blessed
A new a
the fact remains that the combina-ti- played by Paris modistes.
For sale
wacfir of S1.000 he would give a ment At the New Mexico Hosnital always be depended upon.
Is in high favor, and that it does sailor shape, with rounded crown on
bonus of $230 and expenses; for a $5,- for the Insane mass every fourth by all druggists
away with awkward fullness at the top and broad brim has lately made 000 bet he would add $1,000 and ex Sunday by the pastor.
waistline and is far more trim and lis appearance, trimmed solely with a
penses, while for a $10,000 venture the
neat than are the separate pieces as
bias band of velvet, neatly side
FIRST METHODIST EPISCOPAL
pile would be $2,000 and expenses,
a rule.
affixed on the left side by a bow and so that the loser might get out of th CHURCH Cor. Eighth street and Na
r
tional avenue, m. C. Anderson, pastor.
of velvet. These hats, genAlong with the combination skirts
country ah right. Two Missouri sports
Ivave erally white with some vivid colored named Foster and
Sunday scho" at 9:45, Preaching at
this
of
(and corset covers, fchemiseis
heard
Rogers
o'clock. Junior League at 2:30 p.
come slipping back ltno favor, but trimming, have a band of straw to
with
El
Paso
came
and
from
up
layout
the
are
.;
modified
Hot-nemathc
the
enframing
Epworth League at 7:00; evening
chemises,,
garniture
making
Bald
they
sort of a bay ,nag known a9
concession to the law against obstru r.'.'.m about a couple of Inches In
service at 8:00.
preaching
were
read)
and declared that they
A cordial invitation is extended to
sive fullness of undergarments.
They breadth, and will make pretty morn- to go the limit.
all who have no other place of wor
are not tight fitting, but they are ing and seaside hats, shady and smart
Fully .5,000 people in that sparsely
shaped somewhat to the curves of the or chic and serviceable at the same settled country assembled to see the ship to attend divine services at this
Deere Plows,
Grain Binders,
church.
body and do not fall from the top In time.
fun which developed into the wildest
Farm Wagons,
Woolen flowers on the sheer frocks
full folds as they once did. The ma
flowing Machines,
sporting event ever known on the fron
BAPTIST CHURCH. Corner Main
terial is so soft and sheer that what have come into unusual importance. tier. At least $300,000 In dinero, gold
Hay Rakes,
Spring Wagons,
"little fullness there ia to be disposed Tbey are circular disks of crocheted dust and chattels were laid on the avenue and Sixth street, Rev. O. P.
Bean
Pastor.
Threshers,
Miles,
Buggies,
ot about the waist is not noticeable work, gathered into a center anl in r.'.ce. Baby slippers, gold mines, serof maboth
and
even
Preaching
morning
Binder
ones
are
Grain
Threshers,
under a frock.
Twine,
many sizes. The smallest
apas, pianos, horses, cattle and sheep
-F
The combination corset covers and one inch in diameter and are used with formed a part of the collateral imped Ing.
Bean
Autos.
Harvesters,
Public cordially invited to these ser
skirts, or corset covers and drawers, embroidered stems on the edges of imenta and women even bet their
vices.
of
if made with a waistband at all, are sashes. Large ones from patches
clothes. The crowd was composed
.so cut that there is but little fullness color on the bodice or girdle.
largely of ranchers, army officers,
ST. PAUL'S
CHURCH
to shirr into this waistband, and the Fringe is the favorite trimming for miners, cowboys, Mexicans, travelers, National avenueMEMORIAL
and
street
Eighth
silk.
also
It
princess models in which the waist- chic frocks of changeable
Indians, sheep herders, tenderfoots, Rev. J. S. Moore, pastor.
sashof
finishes
are
the
separate
very
"band is eliminated entirely
majority
gamblers and a host of women. The
Sixth Sunday after Trinity, July 23,
popular. These, like the chemises, do es.
race was for a mile and was Judged Holy Communion 7:30; Sunday school
Phone Main 357.
Laa Vegas, New Mexico,
not fit closely but follow the curves Boleros are oriental in style. The by Barkley, Thurston and Hurt.
sermon
and
9:45;
prayer
morning
Greek, Byzantine, Egyptian, and Perof the figure easily.
faced
bald
11:00.
rode
the
Johnny Frey
In place of the circular drawers, sian embroideries are used to simul- horse to a beautiful finish with fully
This church is open dally for private
on
many dresses. three
which even in the softest lingerie ate the bolero line
to the good over the prayer and meditation.
lenghts
Wide elastic belts, woven in all col
stuffs have certain fullness at the
mare which had never been extended
which may be perceived through ors to match the, toilet, are all the for more than half a mile while the
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
one of the extremely narrow and soft rage in Paris.
was a full mller. The mare had Services In A. O. U. W. hall. Eighth
horse
FLORENCE FAIRBANKS.
f rock skirts, French women have tak
been brought in by Mose Bishop with street, bween Douglas and Lincoln,
en up drawers of narrower and
and had been work
bunch of
Regular services will be conducted
Little Jean had visited one of the ed a little cattle
strfcighter shape, fastening dn ,llke
Billy McAdam around at the Christian church Sunday morn
by
knickers at the knee or left open but large summer amusement parks for Fort Union while owned
by Colonel ing and evening.
quite narrow. In many cases thin the first time, and with the courage Enos and it was thought that she
silk tights are worn by fashionable possessed only by those girls whose could go the distance for she had beat
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.
To avoid every suggestion playmates are boys older than them- en such
women.
omegas Clipper, Pinhead Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor. Douglas
good
of fullness the trimming upon un- selves, she had not hesitated, when in and Shlsley. Maxwell's Jockey was a venue and Tenth street
cited to take a ride on one of the
dergarments has been reduced to a
funny little fellow by the name of
Morning worship and sermon at 11
minimum. Frills and flounces have 'thrillers" that abound In such places. Betts, whom we remember very well o'clock. Bible Study and Sunday
To her mother, on her return from
"been altogether abandoned and lace
and who at last accounts was living school session at 9:45 a. m. Young
the
park, she confided the emotions in Fremont county in this state. Kit
insertions or other flat trimming
People's Society at 7 p. m.
sbe had experienced as she swung Carson was one of
alone is used.
backers but
The church extends a most hearty
Fly's
around the curves of the "figure 8' was
to all people. Strangers
Double skirts have toeen revived
20 pieces figured Flaxons,
wary of Betts and told him that invitation
,
and the regions of the hobble skirt with her elder tbrothers.
if he did not ride to win there would and sojourners to the city especially
White
50
Shirtwaists, regular
'Mamma," she said, "when I went be a dead
neat patterns, sell (or 20c,
welcomed.
and similar atrocities seems to be on
jock.
round those awful turns so fast I
owe
we
the
decline.
Perhaps
the
As the race was finishing, Carson
Heavy Gingham
row and Monday
felt just as if I had freckles on my
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY.
price $1.50 for
double skirts to the bordered fabrics
who was a heavy loser, drew a shot
stomach!"
Youth's
Companion.
for
morn
75c
Regular
that have been Introduced during
gun and would have made good his Regular services every Sunday
the earl part of the season. At any
threat but for the quick assistance of ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday even
at 8 o'clock In O. R. C. hall,
rate, they can be used advantageous
One good turn deserves another, Sim Kaiser, John Dold and Charlie ing
Pioneer
building. All are welcome.
Will Not Cut Less Than Ten Yards.
Betts
'ly, their colored edges forming par but It doesn't always act as a boom Kitchen who caught his gun.
knees
at
the
decoration
of
rows
allel
had a big wife, a powerful Mexican
erang.
TEMPLE MONTEFIORE Douglas
and ankles.'
woman living in Trinidad, who placed
avenue
and Ninth street J. S. Raisin,
her last cent of $800 on the mare.
Many double skirts are Blashed up
rabbi.
CALL
EVERY
ANSWERS
When Betts returned home she didn';
hi th lAft. side, showing the under
Services and sermon every Friday
do a thing but sew him up in a wool
skirts that should be of contrasting East Las
at 8 o'clock. Services for chilLawns, Linens, Swisses, any and all
Have
Found
night
Vegas
People
sack and throw him in the creek where dren and Sabbath school
color. Some underskirts are pleated,
every SaturIs True
That
This
White
Material
be would have drowned had it not been
while the oversklrt is plain, slashed
day morning at 10 o'clock.
or
Q.
Insertion
for
the
with
ard fidsed
fringe.
timely rescue by Frank
Marked in Plain Figures.
A cold, a strain, a sudden wrench,
Bloom, Al Soprls, John Skelly and
"beadwork.
THE FIRST 8. D. ADVENTIST
A little cause may hurt the kidneys,
Juan Tafoya, who fished him put of CHURCH
Double skirts are appearing on the
Regular services in the A.
Spells of backache often follow,
the Picket-wir- e
and saved his life, O. U. W. hall on Eighth street, becloth suits of lightweight materials,
Or some Irregularity of the urine.
such as checks, striped serges and v A certain remedy for such attacks, Maxwell himself lost $15,000 in cash, tween Douglas and Lincoln. C.
a lot of cattle, sheep and horses, and
challis. There is not much fulness at
pastor.
A medicine that answers every call,
had to feed a thousand people or bo
.
.
Sabbath School on the Sabbath
the hips, a comfortable width at the
Doan's Kidney Pills, a true spe
Is
until they could get out of the coun (Saturday) at 2:30 p. m. Preaching
bottom, and altogether a sensible re- cific.
Wilcox in Denver Field and at 3:30 p. m.
wound from the extreme narrow style
Many East Las Vegas people rely tryLute
Farm.
All are cordially invited to all serof the spring. The straight line of on it
I
A new line of Percales and Ginghams
'
vices.
Is
preserved,
the silhouette, however.
Here is East Las Vega proof.
a well as the flatness of the back,
morning only
$15.00 Bags for $7.50
Alfred Underwood, 806 National
GIBBONS 77 YEARS OLD
SHILOH BAPTIST CHURCH Cor
usually emphasized by a loose panel St, East Las Vegas, N. M. says
Baltimore, Md., July 22. Letters
$10.00 Bags for $5.00
ner Columbia and Railroad Avenues,
or by a flat sash.
"I have previously recommended and telegrams of congratulation have
Pastor.
Rev. W. R, Burgess,
$5.00 Bags for $2.50
The new jabots and side frills are Doan's Kidney Pills through the lo- been pouring into the mansion of Car
8 p. m, by
11
and
a.
m.,
Preaching
All genuine leather and new stock.
so large thaf they almost cover the cal papers and I have vouched for dinal Gibbons, who, enjoying the rug
Not less than 10 yards to any one customer.
side their merit whenever questioned in ged health and vigor of a man fully the pastor; Sunday school 9:45 a. m.;
new
nrnlat
The
,
tha
livuv V(
All are welcome
I, T. P. U., 3 p. m.
frill extends far out over the shoul regard to my statement I obtained ten years younger than he, will cele to attend these services.
der. graduating to about two Inches Doan's Kidney Pilla at the Center brate the seventy-seventanniversary
A Fine line of
at the bottom, and extends from the Block, Pharmacy and they brought me of his birth tomorrow. There will oe On a vtnd of an enemr is a frland
wide
One
and
oth
very
backache
relief
no
official
observance
waistline.
of the anniver
from,
no, tn th
positive
ex er symptoms of kidney complaint sary and Cardinal Gibbons will spend who doesn't criticise you when you
All Silk, Neat Patterns.
jabot arranged in butterfly effect
Slnde then I have taken this remedy the day quietly at his residence, re are wrong.
tends from shoulder to snouiaer.
$1.35 quality, for $1.00
tucked net, with trim- - off and on, whenever I had need of it ceiving only some of his most intim
is of hand-mad- e
Sometimes a man wonders whether
$1.15 quality for 85c
and It has always done good work. ate personal friends.
minES of real Mechlin lace, with
Don't come around too late.
he was shaved by a barber or a
One-Fift- h
at
or
the
not
act
75c quality for 50c
velvet
If my kidneys do
properly
butcher.
tiny bow of narrow
throat and a fold of velvet at the top my back aches, I can depend upon
only.
Reduction ,
ADVERTISING MEN SAIL
morning only.
Is a triple Doan's Kidney Pills to drive away the
eCge of the stock. Another
ma- trouble Immediately."
London, July 22. A score of the
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Price
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A
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International
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:
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f Uffflrent length. The stock is States.
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Remember the name Doan's and of Advertising, to be held in Boston
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finished at the top with a fold of black
the first week of August.
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VIOLENT

PASTIME

Those admirers of strenuous sport;
those
center rushes and tackles; those
ice skaters who pooh-poothe thin
ice signs and fear not a frigid scramble out of mushy slush, those polo
players who glory In the crashing Impact of ponies at full gallop; all ye
wrestlers who love to hear one another's gristle snap under the stress
of the
and the flying
falls, draw hither and listen to the
lure of the most dangerous of all pastimes. Baseball fans, football rooters, ringside sports, all of you have
long sneered with contempt upon the
ladylike gentleness of one Imported
game, considering It fit only for anaemic ladies, mollycoddles and retired
gentlemen working out under the
doctor's ofders, have been unjust.
We refer to the peripathetlo pastime of pounding a pill around the
pasture, known as golf.
Under the very latest information
from Washington, the seat of our
government; it turns out that we have
all misjudged golf, and that In reality it is the most viciously dangerous
of all games.
on
This has been demonstrated
the Chevy Chase links where the victim was none other than Tristan Burgess Johnson, solicitor of the navy
department. Mr. Johnson was playing golf, and was poised with a golf
d
stick over his shoulder, a
mashie, when a bolt of lightning struck the metallic conductor,
and felled him lifeless.
What say you now about dangerous
sports? What are the truly anaemic
athletics? What is more dangerous,
the flying tackle, the solar plexus
punch, the toe hold, or spearing Vulcan's hot bolts right out of the sky?
The very next time the octogenarian boards of regents of the colleges rally around the president's ofon the
fice to hold a
game of football, or the game of base-Ibal- l,
or any of the other red corpuscle games, let us not forget to
backfire on their own
pastime of golf.
These terrestial combats are strong
enough, but let us try to save the old
gentlemen from celestial encounters.
This golf game la the limit for
brutal handicapping.
muscle-crunchin-

bone-breakin- g

h

half-Nelso-

brass-heade-

post-morte-

g

o

UNREST IX MEXICO
A few weeks ago it Was represented; from Mexico .that :the troubles of

well being of his country at .heart
and but very slightly influenced, if
at all, by personal ambition.
If, as was alleged, the people of
Mexico were sincerely united In support of the candidacy of such' a man,
it was recognized that it was the best
thing possible for our sister republic,
even though Senor Madero lacks
something of the iron in his makeup
President Dlas dewhich former
the
to
for
be
clares
present essential
in a president of Mexico.
All this seemed to be too good to
be true, for it was main enough that
during the progress of the revolution
Madero was in control only of the
forces under his Immediate command
if really even of them and that
there were many other strong personal ambitions to be taken into account, all supported by organized
local adherents. '
Apparently "our rejoicing was premature. Outbreaks of more or less
importance have occurred, apparently upon the leadership of local chiefs
of the revolution. Now it is announced that there is a split between Madero and President de la Barra, and
that the partisans of General Reyes
are showing ominous activity.1 In
brief, it does not appear that the provisional government has any such
grasp of the situation as to assure a
peaceful and orderly presidential
election and the acceptance , of. Its
result without resort to arms.
One ground of complaint seems to
be that in some of the states some of
the old officials of the, piaz regime
still hold offices which ar$ much desired and probably much needed by
the patriots who fought the battles
of the revolution, it seems.. iQ., oe
alleged that President, de la Barra,
not himself being a candidate for the
g
permanent presidency, is not observ-indue diligence in kicking out the
Diaz officials and boosting in the followers of Madero.
That comnlalnt has a ' familiar
sound and seems to indicate that the
mainspring of political activity is the
same In the United States of Mexico
as in the United States of America.
It is a bad kind of a mainspring
of Mex
anywhere and all the friends
not
be al
will
ico will hope that it
elections
conduct
to
to
lowed
operate
In the manner customary in Mexico
before the advent of (Diaz.
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MADERO FROM FLEDGE
SAYS

IN INTERVIEW THAT

.

m-

HE

DOES NOT CARE FOR POST
IN HIS CABINET
;
Mexico City, July 22. Because 'of
the growth of the opposition in the
ranks of the Maderlstas, General Reyes
states in an interview today that he
has released Francisco I. Madero from
his promise to appoint him minister
of war, when Madero
was elected
It is believed
president of Mexico.
Madero will insist that Reyes accept
a place in the cabinet, notwithstand
ing the protests from many of his leading supporters, who profess to see
danger in the appointment to a gov
ernment post of one who had been as
sociated With the old regime.
PONY EXPRESS RIDER DYING
Chicago, July 22. Robert W. Pas-laor "Pony Bob," as he was known
in the early days on the plains, where

he earned a reputation as a daring
pony express rider, is dying here of
paralysis. "Pony Bob" carried the
first news of the election of President
Lincoln through a country beset by
hostile Indians.
ALASKAN FORESTS ABLAZE
Washington, July 22. Forest fines
have teen raging in the vicinity of
Haines, Alaska, for the past three
days and now are within half a mile
of town, according to a report received here today. No mention is
made of loss of life as yet. Haines
is about thirty-fi- e
miles northwest
of Juneau.
GATES CONDITION

UNCHANGED

Paris, July 22. The condition of
John W. Gates, was said to be un
changed this evening.

Three Brilliant Events
For Visiting Guardsmen
Three brilliant social events in honor of the soldiers of the First Regiment, New Mexico National Guard,
will make next week a busy and a
happy one for society folk. The festivities will be begun Tuesday evening with The Optic's military ball for
the guardsmen. This will be held In
the Duncan opera house and, accord
ing to the plans of Colonel M. M. Padgett, will be a larger and more bril
liant event than the dance given for
the soldiers two years ago, which was
pronounced the most successful socie
ty function ever held in Las VeKas
Every soldier and every resident of
Las Vegas is invited to be present.
On the evening of the following day,
"Governor's Day," Governor William
J Mills will be guest of honor at a
dinner to be given by Adjutant General A. S. . Brookes and other officers
of the National Guard.
The dinner
will be served at Camp Mills and will
bo a most happy event. ,
Thursday evening the Commercial
club will entertain Governor Mills and
the officers of the regiment at a reception and dance in the club rooms
in the Masonic? temple. This Is to be
an exclusive affair. Many guests are
expected and the chairman of the entertainment
committee, Charles P.
Trumbull, Is planning to make the
dance and reception- the most success

ful social event in
Commercial club.

the history of the

Edna Robbins
Hostess at Luncheon
Miss Edna Robbins had a luncheon
yesterday at her home on Seventh
street for her sister, Mrs. T. E. Webb,
and Miss Bertha Baldwin, both of
I'hsaaena. cam. The tables were
rrettily decorated in lavender and
white. These colors were carried out
to the minutest detail throughout the
luncheon. Miss Robbins' guests were:
Mrs. T. E. Webb. Miss Bertha Baldwin, Miss Helen Kelly, Miss Louise
Lowry, Miss Delia Tooker, Miss Jean-ett- e
Ward, Miss Ruby Moore, Miss
Madeline Kelly Miss Anne George,
Miss Ida Roberts, Miss Pauline Ltvy,
Miss Gladys Gibson, Miss Marguerite
Cluxton, Miss Emma Tamme, Miss
Mossle York, Miss Laura Lorenzen
and Mrs. Will Hasty.
rViiss

Delightful Recital
At Wentworth Studio
The studio of Prof. E. E. Wentworth Layton, on Eighth street, was
the scene last evening of a charming

.

e

ABSORBLETS
We often wonder how St Peter ever
who
gets rid of the female spirits
wont tn Rtav and argue It out with
him.
v
.

"John, what ever induced you to- buy
a house in this forsaken region?"One of the best real estate men in
the business." Life.

GREAT JULY CLEAN

"Of course you admit that no selfrespecting man would associate with
a
"Of course," replied Mr. Meekton.
itimldlv. "But. do you know, I'd like
to see one, just out of curiosity!"
Washington Star.
wife-beater-

"Will you allow me to ask you
Question?" Interrupted a man in the
audience. "Certainly, sir," said the, lecturer.
"You have given us a lot of. figures
about immigration, increase of wealth,
the growth of trusts and all that," said
the man. "Let's see what yon know
about figures yourself. tHow;4o you
find the greatest common divisor?"
Slowly and deliberately the oratoi
.
took a glass of water.
Then he pointed his finger straight
at the questioner. Lightning flashed
f:om his eyes, and he replied, -- in a
voice that made the eas Jet quiver:
"Advertise you ignoramus."
The audience cheered and s;.yeled
and stamped, and the wretched man
who had raised the question crawled
out of the hall a total wreck.

Tit-Bit- s.

Will R. ilaoDonald of. - Washington
ovarii Provisional .ranted. a farm a few
'mile; outside of
PrlsiuenV;da"lS Barr4was not to be-the
candidate, but to serve-uati- L
town;' but Tie soonreTThetrouble
election could be held, and then prob- of
looking after the place.
ably to enter the cabinet of President
"I'm going tT htn: ja nanageif ao htfJnl
Madero, whose election was assumed look after this
farm," he told his famand of whom the provisional presiily at breakfast one morning. ""Thep
a
to
supportwas
be
said
loyal
dent
I won't have any more trouble,
H
j
er. General Reyes, also, who might can
a
room on the top floor,
occupy
for
the
candidate
be a formidable
and we will all have a quiet, easy
presidency, was said to have sup- time."
(
If
had
he
it,
pressed such ambition,
MacDonaid leaned back and smiled
secto
the
be
to
have
and
promised
in anticipation of the coming
retary of war in the Madero admin- serenely
rest
and
peace.
istration.
That night as th
newti nianager
All this made an excellent Impresthe
hall
on
his way uppassed
through
American
for
the
sion in this country,
MacDonaid
out end
stairs,
Mexican
how
stepped
the
not
care
do
people
government Is organized, although it asked him If he cared to have the af!
.
ls,tof the utmost Importance to tos" ternoon paper.
rethank
sNo,
you," replied the fount
that order la maintained in the"
rest and qulet,' "I have a flutef on
public.
t f"'- n pi
J t, xxmvic-tiowhich I always practice two hours! be,irhre has been a growing
in this country that Madero is a fore going to bed." Popular Magazine.
patriotic Mexican having only the

SWEEP SALE

uontmues
UNTIL

AUGUST 2nd
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By stating that previous prices are stricken out, we mean, that in many instances', the prices have been cut in half. Our reason for this sale is to close out every piece of Summer Goods in the store. That is why you always find the Season's'
Newest Goods on our counters. The stocks must be reduced in order to make room
.

for fall goods some of which have already began to arrrive.
9 f jiv

that
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the First Regiment,,
by ber of officers of
Guard, accepted J
National
Mexico
New
his pnpils. Miss Iren Archibald apand attendclub
Invitation of the
'
peared for the first time'. since her the
'.
return from Los Angeles, rendering ed
r
: . -a
r:
several solos from the Frenea- - and
Mollie McK. Brooke of Washingto
Mrs.
which
displayed
English schools,
announced the engageadvantage Miss Archibald's splendid ton, D. C, has
Gwendolyn, to
her
of
ment
daughter,
soprano
a
pure lyric
voice, which Is
of excellent range and timbre. Miss Captain George Curry, former .goverArchibald is a pupil of Professor nor of New Mexico. The date for the
Zarawslow de Zellnskl, the well sroririinir Visa Tintxhfpn set but it likely
known musician, teacher and libera- - will occur next falL
teur of Los Angeles. Another who
appeared on the program was Miss
Edna' Robbins, whose piano selec TELLS HOW SUGAR
tions were especially pleasing to
those fortunate enough to have been
WAR 1YAS SETTLED
'
present Miss Robbins played selecand
tions from Beethoven, Godard
others, giving abundant evidence or CLAUS SPRECKLES DETAILS HISTORY OF IT TO THE HOUSE
being the possessor of unusual talent
Miss Rohbms only recently returned
INVESTIGATORS
from St Louis, where she has been
New York, July 22. How the war
studying with Professor Saylor, a
well known teacher of that metropo- between the 'Spreckles Interests and
lis.
the American Sugar Refining company was settled and how in the deal '
Entertained Informally
the Havemeyers and John E. Searles
For Mrs. A. W. Sweezy
reaped enormous profits, was told
Friday afternoon Mrs. F. T. B. the special congressional committee
Fest gave a most delightful thimble investigating the sugar trust today
party In honor of Mrs. A. W. Sweezy by Claus Spreckles. The witness is
of Mlddleton, N. Y. Mrs. R. C. Ran- president of the Federal Sugar Re-- ,
kin sang in her usual charming man- fining company of Yonkers, N. Y
ner and Mrs. IJllaln Coleman Russell and is a son of the late Claus Spreckplayed several classic piano numbers, les of California, after which delicious refreshments
Mr. Spreckles said the war Btarted
were served.,
soon after the foundation of the trust
In 1887 and continued until 1891. It
Dr. and Mrs. A. W. Sweezy, of was very fierce.
He said Searles
Mlddletown, N. Y., who have been here went to Philadelphia and made a
for several weeks visiting her moth- proposlton to settle the war. He said
er, Mrs. Layton and Professor E. E. that the bitter competition had been
Mrs. Sweezy's ruinous
Wentworth Layton.
that
he proposed
and
brother, leave Monday for their home ir Spreckles would sell fifty-onin the east. Their visit has been
per cent of stock In the Philadelphia
enjoyable. Dr. Sweezy Is a plant it would close its competing
prominent dentist of Mlddletown.
plant on the Pacific coast. The result was that the Western Refining
The Fortnightly club gave an en- company was formed, embracing the
joyable dance last evening In the an American and Spreckles interests in
o: a $5,000,000
mory. About seventeen couples
corporation. This amount
young people were present, a num was paid to the Spreckles interests.
iiformal "recital participated In
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The

MOST SUCCESSFUL

PERSONALS

Prescriptionlst

'

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
'and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. Tou may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS DRUG

CO.
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F ARMERSANX1QUS

FOR AN EXHIBIT
OF PRODUCTS
LAS VEGAS

MEN BOOSTING

AGRI-

SHOW RECEIVING
ENCOURAGEMENT

CULTURAL

Farmers In all parts of San Miguel
county have readily given their approbation to the plan tor an exhibit of
the agricultural products of the county to be held early next fall. A number of Las Vegas men are boosting
the enterprise, which was mentioned
first in The Optio about two weeks
ago. Letters have been written to sev- er.ty-fiv- e
representative farmers of tbe
county and replies are beginning to
come in. Among the men who favor
the exhibition are J. P. Van Houten of
Sboemaker, H. R. barker, Anton Suhr,
C. D.
N. S. Belden, W. S. Crookes,
on the
Black and Others residing
s
mesa.
,

The farmers are so pleased with the
that
prospects for good
crops
are full of enthusiasm In
they
to place
regard to the opportunity
tlieir products on exhibition. Injthir
letters the farmers state that they
have domestic animals which they
would like to exhibit as well as their
crops. It is likely for this reason, that
The
a stock show will be conducted.
farmers of the county have many fine
horses, colts, sheep and other animals and are willing to put them on
display.
It is not planned to conduct an old
time county fair. The products will

placed on exhibition and may be
viewed for a small admission fee. The
baseball association probably will provide some good games during the time
the exhibition is in progress and there
But the
may be some horse races.
exhibit will toe the main thing and will
be independent of any other features.
Prizes may be offered for farm products, such as butter and similar articles in which the women are more
especially Interested.
The business men who began the
movement have found It has begun to
grow too large for them. They say a
meeting of the merchants and citizens
should be held In the city hall, or other convenient place, soon for the purpose of electing officers and transactThe
in e other necessary
business.
scheme is not Intended to be a money
maker but it Is almost sure to pay expenses with a surplus for emergen
cies. The hold of such an exhibition
also will enable
the people of the
county to gather together the flower
of San Miguel's crop for sending to
the Chicago and other land shows.
be

-

Many a man doesn't dumb upward
because he would rather be on the
level.
No

matter how

mav h
indoor
played out.

antiquated they
mines are never

.
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FOR RENT Furnished room, electric
light and bath. 608 Main avenue.

Frank Revell,
and BUILDER

CONTRACTOR

Estimates Furnished on All Kind of
Building job Woik a Specialty.
Phone Main 336.
Opposite Optic
1

(Continued From Page One)
siderable damage in the camp. Four
mess tents were blown down, one being ripped nearly in two. One of the
hospital tents went over when the
ridge pole was broken by the wind,
and the big flag pole in front of the
range house was blown down. General Brookes had men at work today
repairing the damage and putting
the tents back in good shape.
Two days' work in the field with
bard tramping and the carrying of
heavy guns and equipment, have not
had any bad effect on any of the soldiers. But one case was attended In
the hospital up to noon today, a sol
dier having suffered from galled feet
due to marching. Cases of sore feel
are "to be expected at any encampment This is due principally to the
fact lhat many of the men do not
wear regulation army shoes. The
present encampment, however,, has
been notable for the unusually small
number of footsore soldiers.
Numerous shower baths are on the
grounds. The soldiers are finding
them a great comfort and conveni
ence. The system of incinerating all
the
refuse has resulted in making
camp absolutely clean. The new
water system is working splendidly.
More preliminary shooting by can
didates for the rifle team was done
this morning. Colonel Abbott is confi
dent that he will be able to turn out
an excellent team this year.
General Brookes has issued an or
der that all men not under punishment for bad conduct, except those
who are ill or on guard, be allowed
a pass until 1:00 o'clock on the morning of July 26 in order that they may
attend The Optic's military ball at
the Duncan opera house. The sol
diers are showing great interest in
the ball and every man who can pos
sibly be spared from the guard and
other duties will attend the hop.
Governor William J. Mills will ar
rive Monday from Santa. Fe and will
remain until after the: festivities o!
Governor's Day.J

HEARD AT? ENCAMPMENT
4- -

Tri-Stat-

f

Howard Simpkins is conducting a
camp store just without the picket
lines. He is doing a "land office"
business;.

Before You Start on Your Vacation Trip, We Would Like
to Show You Our Line of Vacation Articles, such as

Traveling Sets, Flasks. Drinking Cups,
Cigarette Cases, Match Boxes,
Stamp Boxes, etc.
:

at

The talk of Camp Mills these days
is The Optic's military ball next
Tuesday night at the Duncan opera
house. Every arrangement has been
completed for the dance, which Is to
outdo the dance of two years ago.
The opera house will be decorated in
American flags and bunting, splendid
muslo will be provided to dance by
and the floor will be placed in the
best of shape. Ample accommoda
tions will be provided for the specta
tors, who will be permitted to oc
cupy the foyers, the balcony and the
gallery. The soldier boys will be
hauled to and from the camp on
special trolley cars provided by The
Optic, free of charge. Every man in
uniform the night of the dance may
ride in and return without paying on
these special cars, which will be at
Sixth and Douglas avenues after the
dance to take the guardsmen back to
Camp Mills.

TAUPERT'S

Jeweler

2fiOO

1,000
200
60

Less

lbs, or More, Each Delivery
lbs. to 2,000 lbs. Each Delivery
lbs. to 1,000 lbs., Each Delivery
lbs. to 200 lb
Each Delivery
Than SO lbs. Each Delivery

Famous

"

Will Sell on Small Cash Payment, Balance
Monthly at 3 per cent Interest.

Here is a chance to get a house on practically the same
for sale, larger and
terms as rent. We have other houses
when
us
See
you think of mvest- and
terms.
smaller, all prices
insr m

Rent Ectnto

The Investment and Agency Corporation
Phone Main 40.

GEORGE

A. FLEMING,

Manager.

--

100
100
100

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

"

Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

Y & CO.

(tnooporatod)

.;
.

.WHOLESALE GROCERS

'.'',,.'';

and Daalorm In

WOOL. HIDES

BASE BALL
BAIN

WAGONS-RACI-

and PELTS
VEH1CIES-Saa- ,r..'

NE

YESTERDAY'S GAMES
National League
St. Louis 0; New York 4.
Pittsburg 7, Boston 5.
a
game
(rain.)
Cincinnati 7; Brooklyn 6.

f

Corona, N.

Chicago-Philadelphi-

American League
Philadelphia 10; Chicago
New York 6; Detroit 4.
Boston 7; Cleveland 2.

SEVEN HOUSES

East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. II., Tucumcari, N. M,
,

M-- ,

Rowe, N. M., Pecos, K. M.,

Trinidad, Colorado

2.

inir

Mount
Chautauqua
17
Assembly

that

Raton's official
the Grays have won thirteen games
and lost six and thus have a percentage of .684. The team has scored 120
runs to Its opponents' 98. Santa Fe
will play in Albuquerque tomorrow.
Raton will play in Trinidad Monday
and Tuesday and the Maroons went
yesterday to Raton for a two days' series. The next games to be played
here will be with Dawson Wednesday
and Thursday.

MouriteJnaJr, N. M.. August 2 to 13, 1911.
Round trip tickets will be on sale July 31 to August 12th,
clusive and limited to September 2nd, 1911.

The religious company of the camp
B of Carlsbad. The or
The Railroaders and the La Junta
ganization is in command of Captain
Church, First Lieutenant Christian shopmen will play tomorrow afternoon at Amusement park. This is the
and Second Lieutenant Dean.
first time these two teams have clashFor the convenience of the soldiers ed this year. Each is determined to
and the townspeople who desire to win the first game and tomorrow's
visit the encampment the street oar contest is expected to be a fast one
company is running cars to the end of from start to finish. The La Junta
the Boulevard line at frequent inter boys defeated the Albuquerque shop
vals. Cars leave at the following team a few weeks ago, while Las VeA. M. 9:30.
P. M. 1:00; gan has beaten Raton two or three
hours:
'
4:45; 6:30; 8:15; 10:15. It is times. The game will be called at
not a long walk from the end of the 3:30 and a good sized crowd is excar line to Camp Mills and many peo pected. The local railroaders' lineup
follows: Sandoval; c; Yates, cf;
ple are visiting the camp.
Dickinson, If; Montano, ss;
The Optic's ball for the National Needham, rf; Young, 3b; Marshall,
Guard boys next Tuesday night at the 3b; Atkins or Harmon, p.
opera house is the talk of Camp Mills
Las Vegas people are also taking a
keen interest in the coming event and
it 'is already assured the dance will be
an even greater success than was the
ball two years ago. The Optio intends
to spare no pains or expense this
year to make the affair one long to be
remembered by the visiting guardsmen and townspeople alike.

Fare for the Round Trip
D. L. BATCHELOR,

in-

$9.85

Agent,

IJotioo to Subscribers
.
Any reader of The Optic who contemplates leaving
t
the qty during the summer months may have The Optic
sent to any address outside of Las Vegas by leaving word
at the business office. The address can be changed as
'.
often'as desired. Subscribers should give the old address
'"" when
asking to have the paper sentvto a new location.
.

....

an MiguelNational Bank

One of the delightful events of next
week will be the reception and dance
2

ifl honBiHif the' offleers of Nation- -

OmpttmiMdJ
tioo.000.00

aLrasJC
r7irmk
PZlCimJ
Ld0J

prank springer. viePraMt,
b.T.H0SKiNS,cuhiw,
'

Phone Main.

,1

a?,qoo.oo

on Time Deposits
DEPOSITORS

will clean and press all Men's
and Woman's Garments,
Laces, Lace Curtains; Kid.
Gloves and Slippers, Neck
ties; Clean and Bleach Straw,
and Panama Hats; Clean and
Block Felt Hats. We call
for and deliver the goods.
523 Sixth St.

ft,(vf--

J.M.?UNNINaHA(.PrUMt.:1

M

' Keep on coming to this bank of
sayings because they know they getja square deal , here
and that we pay best rates ofjinterest. The
officials of this

DRY CLEANERS

v

per
40o per
50c per

GROSS, HELL

is Company

THE PARISIAN

Modern seven room home on Seventh St. All
both inside and out, in
improvements,
best condition. Three lots, good lawn and

pr

SOo

Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
Harvesters,
' and
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas

v

'onto for Salo

;
200 par 100 lbs.
100 lb.
25c

G'lM PURA CiOMPANY

A

Interests-Pai-

-

Optician
RETAIL PRICES

Blobbs: That girl seems very sus
Slobbs: "I
ceptible - to flattery."
should say so. Why, would you be
lieve It, I once told her she was as
sweet as honey and the very next
day she had hives."

scorer says

,

1

Private home. Gentleman preferred,
Address X., Optic.

is;

.

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

front
FOR RENT Nicely furnished
room. All
modern conveniences.

UNDER

VICTOR I

J

Charles P. Trumbull, chair
man of the entertainment committee
of the club, has charge of the a rra elements for the affair, which will be one
of the most elaborate in the history of
the club. The officers of the First
Regiment make up as handsome and
as entertaining a body of men as
ever wore the uniform of the National
Guard. Their meeting with the people
of Las Vegas Is sure to prove one of
mutual pleasure.

,5

al Guard.

MAJOR ILFELD

SUMMER SCHOO

.
,
J nil pa- ir - t
L
aiuo is noma rrom a.
business trip to Santa Fe.
Harry C. McCowen of Albuaueraue
was a visitor
today in Las Vegas.
auinor Rudolph and dauehterwent
yesterday evening to Wagon Mound.
oam Goldsmith, the Estancla mer TWO HUNDRED AND1 N I NE STUchant, is here looking after business
DENTS RECEIVE INSTRUCTION
affairs.
"AT NORMAL
E. Romero, county, treasurer and col-lector, returned last night from a
trip Two hundred and nine students
10
have received instruction at the presDr. F. R. Lord and
family will re- ent summer school of the New Mexiturn in the morning from their
co Normal University.
This is the
week's outing at Harvey's.
attendance at any summer
largest
A party of tour, headed
S.
by R,
Randall, will go to Harvey's Monday school session In the history of the
school. Of this number 169 students
morning for a week's stay.
were enrolled in the normal and
Mrs. Charles Kohn and
daughters
Forty students
returned this afternoon from a visit teachers' institute.
were enrolled in the training school.
of several weeks in Denver.
John H. York and family are guests The Normal University was the first
of the Wesner brothers at their sum- school in New Mexico to inaugurate
the custom of conducting Summer
mer home on the Upper Gallinas.
The first summer school
Miss Bertha Cohn and Harry Bow- sessions.
In 1904 when thirty-sevewas
held
man, returned this afternoon from
were- enrolled.
Ocate, where they had been visiting students
To
Illustrate
the value from a finMr. Bowman's mother, Mrs. N. Wiel.
of
Mr. and Mrs. George Fitzslmmons ancial standpoint to Las Vegas
H.
Frank
Dr.
Normal
the
University,
returned yesterday from Harvey's up'H. Roberts, president of the Instituper ranch, where they spent two
a representative of The
weeks Ashing and enjoying a vacation. tion, gave
of the amount of
a
statement
Optic
Mrs. C. H. Bally and daughter. Miss
money spent for actual expenses this
Marie Mann, returned today from El
year by students rooming in La Casa
Porvenir, where they had been spend- de Ramona alone. This amounted
ing several weeks on a vacation trip. to over $3,000. The summer students
C. W. Allen, who had been
visiting at La Casa de Ramona spent $1,146.
his mother and sister, Mrs. J. B. Allen
Many students from other parts of
and Mrs. J. A. Stirratt, respectively, the
territory do not reside at La
left last evening for his homo in Bis-be- Casa de Ramona, but are boarders
Ariz.
and roomers in private families. The
Isaac Davis, the West side grocer, revenue derived by the merchants
has gone to Kansas City, St. Louis and from the presence of the students in
Chicago for the purpose of exploiting the city is large.
the portable egg candler which he reThe summer school faculty of the
Normal this year was the largest
cently invented.
Messrs. Votaw, and Blocker are and best in the history of the school.
exploring the scenic wonders in the Eleven teachers, all graduates of Invicinity or Harvey's and taking in stitutions of higher learning, had
any stray trout from the numerous charge of the various classes. Dr.
Roberts says that in spite of the fact
streams thereabouts.
the kinderRev. J. S. Moore, rector of St. that two departments,
l,
had been
Paul's Memorial church, leaves to- garten and the
morrow morning for Wagon Mound, dropped this year, the attendance for
where he will officiate tomorrow at the' year showed a substantial in- - irt.- vham bdIiaaI sif lnaf
the funeral of Mrs. Mary McKellar.
year had- an enrollment of seventy.
ELOPERS., RE BROUGHT BACK At present all positions on the fac
Bringing"with him Miss Petra Cob-le- y ulty have been filled for the coming
and 'Joseph MeMayer, with whom year with the exception of that of
Several
the girl eloped last Wednesday even- instructor in stenography.
and
received
been
have
appliactions
reing, Sheriff Secundino Romero
""be made soon.
choice
will
a
turned lasT night irJom Albuquerque on
Santa Fe train No. 8. The girl was
given into the ,custody of her parents,
Mc- Mr. and Mrs, Atanacio Cobley.
f
Mayer was placed in the county jail.
BASEBALL NOTES
The girl's father says he will prose-- 1
cute the complaint charging MeMayer
with seduction. The girl is 19 years
of age but ne'father and relatives of
The Pittsburg Pirates havesecured
Miss Coble? do not believe that the
an option on Catcher Hargrave of the
irlentions of, JtlMayer were honor- Terre Haute Central league team.
able. Had he desired to marry tlie
"Scrap Iron" Cowan, has succeeded
girl he might have done so here and Jim Sullivan as manager ot the Richthe fact that he did not arrange for mond team of the Virginia league.
a wedding In Las Vegas, according to
a star in Pitcher
has
Reading
the girls' relatives, does not look good. Northrop. He heads the list of wine
MeMayer had not been given a hear- ning twirlers in the
league.
The
ing up until noon today.
Charles F. Mathison, the baseball
girl, it is said, isistill in love witbJ scribe, has been appointed secretary
MeMayer. The couple maintain stout of Joe McGinty's Newark team.
The present is the tenth season In
ly that their relatfofiB'have been pure.
The story is believed. MeMayer of- the Three I league for Manager Dick
fered no objection to returning to Las Smith of the Decatur team.
Old "Pop" Hogriever, now playing
Vegas.
with the Appleton, Wis., team, is
league
f leading the Wisconsin-Illinoi- s
in batting.
WfTH THE BOXERS
f The Lawrence team has been coming strong of late and putting up a
great fight for the New England
Frank Klaus has returned to his league pennant.
Tom Grieve, star shortstop of the
home in Pittsburg and is waltiasto
Hamilton, Ont., team in the Canadian
hear from Bill Papke.
and
York
league, has been sold to the Philadel"K. O." Brown of New
Jack Kenny of Baltimore have signed phia Nationals.
Association
Western
When the
to box in Toronto on July 25.
Art
bottom
the
Manager
'to
went
heavythe
English
"Jewey" Smith,
team
from
entire
his
moved
weight, made, a poor showing in his Rlggs
Fort Smith, Ark., to Huntsville, Ala,,
recent bout with "Porky' Flynn.
Jack Johnson anl Petty Officer and entered the Southeastern league.
The national commission has de- Curran of the English army will clash
bout in Dublin, Ire- Med that Eddie Hahn, the former
In a
is still the propkind, August 8. Putting the chan.pl White Sox fielder,
ofn
the
Uka
.Amerns, an
novice
m4erty
a
Chicago.
on against
clumsy
i
with the
ttt!orii-&feIflnefcitafSOO
ott:plajiife
ran looks to be
team.
O.,
Mansfield,
bunk yet staged.
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are obliging and treat their patrons liberally
where loans and; discounts are arranged for.
Accounts subjec tq daily check..
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Foreign News Notes
Lndon, July 22 For the first time
la the history of the criminal courts of
England a skilled, analyst has been
able to say positively that the stains
found on the clothes of a prisoner
were made by human blood, and not
only that, but that the blood was from
an anaemic person.
In many murder trials the guilt or
Innocence of a prisoner has turned on
tbe evidence of the analyst, who here- tofore was unable to swear positheiy
whether the stains were made by
mammalian or human blood. The point
cume tip in the Crippea case, and it
was then said tbat science was at
woik on the subject and a successful
outouie of the Investigation was anticipated.
in the case in question a man was
charged with killing a woman and
vhea arrested stains were found on
Int. clothes. Dr. Wilcox, the government analyst who was a witness in
the Crippen case, stated in evidence
that modern methods now enabled
Hm to say that the blood was human
and that it came from an anaemic
person, which the victim was. The
prisoner was found guilty and sentenced to death.
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MILUSTKAXIONS BY
SYNOPSIS.
CHAPTER I. Garrett Coast, a youn
Vuslness man of New Tor City, rrwels
an acquaintance named Douglas
Black-stocwho Invites him to a card party
k,

with some frienda. He accepts the Invitation, although he dislikes Blackstock
the reason being that both are In lovi
with Katherlna Thaxter. Coast attempts
to convince her that Blackstock Is not
worthy of her friendship but does not
succeed.
CHAPTER n.-- At the party with Black-stocCoast meets two friends named
t)undas and Van Tyne. The play runs
high, there is a quarrelj weapons are
drawn and Blackstock shoots Van Tyne
dead. He then makes a movement as If
to commit suicide. Coast struggles jto
wrest the weapon from him, and thus
the police discover them. Blackstock and
Dundas accuse Coast of killing; Van Tyne
and he Is arrested for murder.
k,

CHAPTER m.-Co-ast
Is convicted. Just
as he begins his sentence, however, DunBlack-stoc- k
as the real murderer and then kills
himself. Coast becomes free, but Black-stor- k
has married Katherlne Thaxter and

das confesses to his perjury, names
fled.

ast
CHAPTER
a
the Echo. His purchases
mind Is
?acht named
over the marriage of the woman
be loves.
IV.-Co-

(Continued from Yesterday.)
He saw one suddenly give way, as
though his foot bad slipped. He went
down upon a knee, the weight of his
antagonist heavy upon him, and recovered only with a tremendous and
convulsive effort, but now with his
hold broken and at the other's mercy.
In half a dozen breaths he was rushed
jto the rail (where he attempted futlle-la last stand), forced backward over
it and bo held. A fist was lifted above
jhlm and fell like a hammer. There
followed a splash, but no outcry. The
'man went under like a log. The
t
lechooner slipped onward with growing
sails
Impetus,
bellying luminous. No
was thrown, not a hand
iralsed, not, so far as Coast could discern, a head turned to see the fate of
"ie defeated.
of his
Loosening the draw-strinpyjamas and ripping off the jacket,
Coast leaped to the Echo's stern,
polsed himself llthely and shot out,
icleaving the water almost without a
splash.
Warmth came of exertion; refreshed,
invigorated, he swam with swift-Ines- s
and strength, concerned only to
reach his goal before the man could
sink finally. At length winning to
his Bide, he held off warily, watching
for a chance to close in and at the
same time escape the clutch of those
valiantly thrashing arms.
fj0Wf nowf" he cried, as one might
"strive to soothe a restive horse. "Easy,
there! You're only tiring yourself
out."
The splashing ceased in some measure, the man wiggling awkwardly
round to bring the source of that voice
within his range of understanding.
'"Lord!" he said, breathless. "You're
welcome."
Encouraged by this note of sanity,
Coast swam nearer. "Need any help?"
"What do you think?"
The moderate exasperation of this
reply educed a spontaneous laugh
from Coast, which he checked abruptly as the other man again went under,
ito an accompaniment of frantic kicks
and splashes. Before Coast could
blowing and
reach him he
sputtering.
"Beastly tasting water," he commented between gasps, resting.
"What the devil are you trying to
do?"
"Get rid of these damnable trousers: they won't let me swim."
"If I lend you a hand, will you"
"No; I won't grab you. I know the
answer to that, and I've had one
slam between the eyes already. Come
along and be a hero, why don't you?"
Coast chuckled as he ranged alongside. "Put one hand on my ri:;ht
shoulder," he advised, "and keep as
still as possible. I'll do the swim
ming."
"You're the doctor." The man followed his instructions promptly.
ry to trouble you, though."
"That's all right . . ."
"It's these infernal clothes. I can
swim, without them. Every try to
on the bed of the sea?"
After a time, in a reflective tor?,"
"Me for the Demon Rum after tbi" came over his shoulder. "I never kn
y

g

..

dij-rob- e

water

could

taste

so vile."

Coast made no reply;

apparency

- none was expected. Laboriously gr;i-Into
to the side of the catboat, he c'n---ncoother
the
while
It, panting,
transferred his hold. Hangi.w
his
so, he' rolled an inquiring eye to.

benefactor.
'
"This occasion," he observed, Is
I
ma
have
Never
quite too unique.
a man I liked so well, under similai
is
auspices. Permit me: my name Old
Christian name (from the
oi
Testament) Melchlsedec kindness
don't
sponsors in baptism. Please
look like that: I regret It, likewise."
He paused, watching Coast gravely.
"Melchlsedec means 'king of rightmiseousness,' but don't be alarmed;
bapthe'
at
even
takes will happen
And you, sir?
tismal fount.
"Coast Garret Coast."
"Congratulations: that has a human
meet you.
ring. And I am pleased to
None the less, I owe him no gratitude
to
who cheats me of a watery grave
word
my
death.
Upon
to
freeze me
1
of honor (whatever that may be),

...

&vHfe

"nnoi move' . . . anything except my Jaw."
Laughing, Coast scrambled aboard
the boat, and leaning out caught the
man beneath the arms. After considerable exertion on the part of both,
he tumbled Into the cockpit and Incontinently, with a heavy sigh, collapsed on the deck. In a dead faint
In alarm hla rescuer dived below
and returned with towels and a bottle
of brandy. The Utter being Immediately resorted to, brought Mr. Apple-yar- d
back to consciousness.
"Very good stuff," he commented,
"I had a premonition
on the water-wago- n
that my season-ticke- t
had run out
I assure
n
you I swallowed a cubic foot of
harbor; all my lnsldes arc Insulted."
"Get up," said Coast, "get those
qlothes off and dry yourself. I'll lend
you a blanket and a berth for the
night."
"With all the pleasure in life."
Coast took him down into the cabin,
assigning him the starboard berth.
"I trust you'll be comfortable," he
said, with a solicitude not unmixed
with wonder that so much fire and
fortitude could Inhabit a frame so
frail and slight
"Sure to be." Appleyard rolled
himself luxuriously into his blanket
and breathed deeply of his content
"But how can one feel at ease
. . . aboard
who strolls stark-nakea perfect stranger's . . . private
makes
eyah!
yacht . . . and
so
himself at home without
much as by your leave . . .?"
"Don't " Coast started to reassure
him.
He was Interrupted by a slight but
unquestionably sincere snore.

...

CHAPTER

Fair-have-

...
...

d

xmt . . ; AnT"yTm blame youn
for what?"
"For making me a I presume posterity. In the final analysis, will adjudge me a Romantic."
' "Literature?"
asked Coast aghast
"Good Heavens, no! Nothing like
that: Life." He sighed profoundly.
"Shall I rehearse to you the story ot
my life? No, I shall not rehearse to
you the story of my life. But at all
costs I shall talk about myself for a
space: I insist upon It: I love to. You
don't seriously object?" he added,
anxious.
' "Then
compose yourself. . .' .
Born at an early age la fact at as
early an age as you can comfortably
imagine I found myself immediately
the sport of sardonlo fortunes. That
name, Melchlsedec! One felt that
there must be In one's future life some
warmth of Romance to compensate
for that Infamous Ignominy. So labelled any reasonable human should
logically have looked forward to sure
degeneration into the American peasant of the New England magazine-stor- y
bowels,
type, sane brains,
breadth, beauty. A born iconoclast
however, as soon as I wakened to realization of my plight I mutinied and
resolved to live down my shame.
Thenceforward I set myself to painstaking; muckraking In , modern life,
seeking; the compensating Romance
without which life were but death in
life." He paused and cocked an eye
at Coast "Not bad for a beginning,
what?"
"A little prolix," commented Coast
dispassionately, falling In with his humor. "But continue. You found your
Romance?"
"What is
alas, yes! I
found It as a rule, a nom de guerre
for crime. . . . Lured by legend,
I have traversed much of the known
world, only to come to that conclusion. I have penetrated the fastnesses
of the Tennessee mountains, nosing
the illicit still: which proved merely
sordid. Counterfeiting seemed to
promise largely and discovered itself
the most
calling in the world.
Diplomatic Intrigue unmasked proved
to be merely a popular fallacy shining in the reflected luster of the Six
Best Sellers. . . . But I refrain
from wearying you with a catalogue
of the exploded mines of Romance;
a list inordinately lengthy, believe
me. High finance, I admit, escaped
my probe; but the recent plague of
Wall Street plays discouraged 'me,
demonstrating there could be no RoSo at length
mance there.
you find me turning in despair to the
Seven Seas; afloat, at all events, one
must of necessity pursue the glamorous promise of the Unknown that
lurks Just down the horizon."
Appleyard paused, his mien subdued, his gesture bespeaking resignation.
"All of which means ?" Coast insisted.
"I hardly know. Frankly, I thought
that speech rather stupid' myself.
That's why I chopped it off. . . .
One talks. . . . You may have noticed?"
J'l have," said Coast drily.
"You would, naturally," returned;
Appleyard without resentment. "But
would it amuse you to learn bow I
came to be on board that fisherman?"
"You mean how you came to be
overboard. . . . Perhaps It would.
You're the best Judge of that."
"True." Appleyard accepted and
lighted a cigarette, frowning soberly.
"It was," he began, "due principally
to my fatal passion for this Romance
thing, sir. I have already acquainted
you with my determination to pursue
my quest of that shy spirit upon the
trackless ocean. Conceive, now, the
of the disappointment
bitterness
which o'erwhelmed my ardent soul
when I applied for a berth as a foremast hand, only to be Informed I was
physically unfit, that, as one brutal
mate phrased It, I'd blow away in the
I give you
first
my word, Mr. Coast, I've been sticking round this waterfront a whole
fortnight, vainly seeking nautical employment. Last night, for the first
time, for a few brief hours, I was permitted to flatter myself that fortune
was on the point of favoring me. For
a fugitive moment I sipped the chalice
of Romance and rolled its flavor beneath my tongue."
Appleyard half closed his eyes and
smacked his Hps, his expression one
of beatlflcbllss.
"You've a pretty taste in pleasures," Coast commented.
Appleyard waved the interruption
aside. "It came about largely through
a whim of Chance," he resumed, "as
all true adventure must Quite by accident I fell in with one of the crew
of that fishing smack, he being well
under the influence of liquor; in a
way of speaking, he'd looked too long
upon the wine when it was red-ey- e
and half
Craftily simulating a like condition, I plied him further and succeeded In learning the
name of his vessel and the fact that
she was expected to sail with the
morning tide together with other details tbaMntrigued me. Then, leaving the sodden wretch to sleep off bis
disgusting debauch, I caused myself
to be conveyed aboard the lugger I
mean schooner and stowed away In
his bunk, trusting to luck to avert
discovery until the morning. Unhappily I, with the rest of the crew, was
routed out incontinently by an un
mannerly brute with a belaying pin (at
all eventB it felt like a belay in
an instrument with which I am unac
quainted save through the literature
of the sea) and forced to go on deck
to help heave anchor.
Or
,
should I say, 'weigh anchor?' "
1 m
not quarrelling with your
style," chuckled Coast "Why not put
off polishing your periods until another time?"
"Thank you," said Appleyard grate"To resume,; My detection
fully.

V.

Sunlight and shadow playing in
swift alternation upon his face, as the
Echo courtesled to the morning
breeze. Coast awakened.
For a moment almost thoughtless
he lay drowsily enjoying the rise and
dip of the boat, as drowsily conscious
of a faint thrill of excitement; mostly comparable, perhaps, to the first
waking sensations of a fourteen-year-ol- d
boy on a Fourth of July
morning.
Then without warning the small
chronometer on the transverse above
his head rapped out smartly two
chimes
ships' time: four bells:
ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Astonished, he sat up quickly, and
his still sleepy gaze, passing through
the eempanlonway- encountered the
Melamused regard of the
chlsedec Appleyard. Promptly Coast
found himself In full possession of his
faculties. That in obedience to first
instincts he nodded with a cordial
smile, was significant.
Appleyard returned the salutation
with a quick bob of his small head,
hero!" he sang out
cheerfully.
He sat In the cockpit, huddled into
the folds of a gray blanket, voluminous for his Blight figure, a thin but
Wiry forearm bared to wield the cigarette he was smoking with every Indication of enjoyment
he returned. "How
d'you feel after your adventure?"
"Unclothed but In my right mind,"
said Appleyard, with a twinkle of anxiety amending: "to the best of my
knowledge and belief." He Indicated
airily the various articles constituting
his painfully simple wardrobe. "Waiting for 'em to dry."
Appleyard hopped up, fingered his
everyday attire critically, and pronounced it bone-dry- ;
then, bundling
it up, he returned to the cabin, seating himself on the opposite transom
to dress.
"And the sensations of a hero, refreshed by sound slumbers, are "
"Hunger," said Coast. He moved
forward and began to experiment
gingerly with a new and untried alcohol stove. "I can offer you eggs, coffee, biscuit and nothing else," he
added, producing raw materials from
a locker. "You see, I hadn't expected
to entertain."
"Rotten Inconsiderate of you," Appleyard grumbled. "I'll wire you a
warning next time it occurs to me to
drop In unexpectedly."
Divided between amusement and
perplexity, in the course of the meal
Coast reviewed a personality singularly enriched by a variety of suggestions consistently negative. The
man's age was indeterminable some
where between thirty ana rorty-nvLoosely summarized, he might have
been anybody or nobody on a lark or
his uppers.
Appleyard looked up quickly, with a
shy, humorous smile.
"Well, what d'you make of me?"
"It's hard enough to guess what
you've made of yourself."
"Flattery note," observed Apple-yar- d
obscurely. "Yet you win my sympathy; sometimes I am moved to woHe tapped an egg
nderreally."
thoughtfully, a crinkle forming between his colorless eyebrows. "It's
really not what a man makes of himself; it's what his temperament does
to him."
"Temperament!"
"Yes; you really ought to keep one,
too; they're all the rage Just now inand such excellent excuses for the
dulgence of your pet idiosyncrasies."
double--
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"Good-morning-
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promptly ensued and my presence was
dispensed with, a trace unceremoniously, perhaps, but no doubt very
properly from the Bkipper's point of
view. With the subsequent phases of
this most delectable adventure you
are familiar; therefore, I confidently
assume your concurrence with my conclusion; which is here am J. . . .
Now," he wound up, Inclining his
head at an angle, and favoring Coast
with a frankly speculative stare,
"what axe you going to do with me?"
Coast opened his eyes wide, with a
lift of his brows. "I don't know that
I contemplate doing anything with
you, Mr. Applegate."
"It's not yet too late for the amende
courteous," suggested his guest
"I'll gladly set you ashore "
"Pardon, but that's precisely what
I don't want you to do."
"But "
"A moment's patience, sir. The
Echo lacks a crew: I offer my services
unanimously in that capacity."
"But I dont want a crew."
"Oh, don't say that!"
"And I have no need of one."
Appleyard lifted both hands and let
them fall with a gesture of despair.
"Infatuated man!" he murmured, regarding Coast with commiseration.
"Why infatuated?"
"What do you know of these waters?" the little man counterquestlon-e- d
sharply.
"Little," Coast was obliged to admit; "or nothing, if you insist"
"And yet you say you don't need a
crew!"
"But my dear man, I do know how
to sail a boat; and with a copy of the
Coast Pilot, charts, a compass and
"
common-sens"You may possibly escape piling her
up the first day out granted. On the
other hand, I happen to be intimate
with these waters; I can pilot you
safely whither you will; I can afford
you infinite assistance with the heavy
work It's no Joke, at times, for one
man to have all the handling of a
craft of this size. I'm exceedingly
bandy, small and inconspicuous, neat
a fairish cook, and normally quite
pleasant to be thrown amongst
never savage save when denied the
sweet consolation of continuous conversation. Finally, I'm a great bargain."
"What do you mean by that?"
"I offer my valuable nay, invaluable services, gratis, without pay."
"But why do you do that?" demand
ed Coast blankly.
Appleyard executed an ample gesture.
"Romance," he replied, sen
tentlous.
"Who are you, anyway?" pursued
Coast incautiously.
"I might put the same question to
you, sir."
"To your prospective employer?"
The faded eyes twinkled. "As near
ly won over as that Mr. Coast? Decidedly my talents should have been
devoted to spellbinding, as you so
delicately suggest . . . But square
ly, sir," he grew momentarily grave
and earnest "I've been painfully
truthful: my monaker Is actually Melchlsedec . Appleyard... incredible;., as it
may sound. I give you my word I'm
an honest man; the law has no knowl
edge of or concern with me."
For all his banter he betrayed not
e
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Gathering way, the boat moved at
a more lively pace, with her sail flapping empty and listless and idly
"
swinging' boom.
By the time Coast instructed by
his highly efficient crew, had piloted
the Echo safely through to the Sound,
a dead calm held.
A little later a chill breath of air
fapned Coast's cheek, the first whiff
out of the southwest The water
flawed and darkened with the flying
catspaws.
The fog swept in swiftly. Far across
water
the breadth of
Coast could see It moving onward like
a . wall, momentarily gaining in bulk.
Already it was hovering threateningly
over Gay Head, and while he looked a
thin, gray, spectral arm stole across
the low land at Menemsha Bight and
began to grope its blind way up the
wind-dulle-

Sound.

"Thank You," 8ald Appleyard Gratefully.
a little eagerness as he bent forward,
scanning Coast's face.
His verdict was something deferred;
Coast was actually and seriously considering the preposterous suggestion.
The little man promised a diverting
companion, who had proven such up
to that moment; and there were dark
hours when Coast needed diversion
poignantly. Beyond question it would
be convenient to have somebody at
one's beck and call, to stand a trick
at the wheel or advise concerning
dangerous waters. And, furthermore, 's
Coast thought to detect in Mr. Apple-yardmanner a something which lent
more than a mite of confirmation to
his hint that he needed food and she. FinlterIf only temporarily. . . man
for
ally, one inclined to like the
himself; his personality persuaded
even when one realized the apparent
sillinesa of yielding to his importunity.
In the end Coast nodded slowly. "I'll
go you," he said, holding the other's
eyes; "I'll take you at your word."
Belief shone radiant on the withered face. "Right you are, Mr. Coast!"
cried Appleyard, extending a hand. "I
promise you won't regret this. Word
of honor, sir!"
"That's understood." Coast pressed
the hand and released it. "And now
let's get under way. I'm for bold water Nantucket Sound to begin with.
Can we make Vineyard Haven by
nightfall, do you think?"
"With this wind, via Quick's Hole?"
j
Coast nodded and Appleyard considered sagely. "Of course we can," he
proclaimed.

.

Coast steered with his gaze fixed
upon the compass on the engine-pi- t
Insenhatch, now his sole guide.
sibly the fog grew more dense, so
that In time the mast was more or
less indistinct and only a yard or so
of pallid water was visible on either
'
hand.
"Vineyard Haven tonight, by any
chance?" he asked suddenly.
Appleyard shook his head decidedly,
"Not unless we get a breeze stiff
enough to blow this off.''
"Then we'd better find an anchor
age for the night?"
"Only thing to do. I'm willing to
risk my valuable rep. as a weather
prophet, that this won't lift before
morning."
v
"Tarpaulin Cove?"
Appleyard pursed his thin lips and
rubbed his nose, considering. "Good
enough anchorage," he admitted; "but
for muh, I ain't strong for It Menem
sha Bight would do us more com'
fortably across the Sound, you know,
a bit east of Gay Head."
"Why Menemsha Bight?"
and
"Because there's an
energetio fog bell at Tarpaulin. Take
my advice. There'll be nothing but
dead silence at the Bight, and it isn't
much of a run over there."
"You know best How shall I hold
her?"
able-bodie- d

"Sou'east"
"So." Coast put the wheel over
and brought the Echo round to that
course, as Indicated by the compass.
Monotonously the chronometer in
the cabin knelled the
About two bells (five o'clock) Apple-yar- d
began to fidget uneasily. He
knocked out his pipe and, Jumping up,
trotted forward to the bows, where, an
arm embracing the mast, he remained
for many minutes stubbornly peering
half-hour-

thf

corfditlohs abro3 the
tuaon
Echo bad changed radically since the
last time he bad fallen asleep; and)
it seemed no more than a second from
the moment his eyes opened until
he found himself In the cockpit Sizing dazedly into the inscrutable
heart of the fog.
At first in his confusion, he could
see nothing amiss. The Echo was riding on a quiet tide and an even keel,
with scarcely any perceptible motion.
The encompassing darkness was Intense, unfathomable, profound; only,
the forward light showed a dim halo
of yellow opalescence near the masthead, and the faint glow from the
cabin lamp quivered on slowly swlrl--i
Ing convolutions ot dense white vaJ
por, like smoke. The port and star-board lights . had been extinguished
as they should be when a vessel
comes to anchor.
What, then had interrupted hla
slumbers?
He turned with a question shaping!
on his lips.
Appleyard was nowhere visible.
Coast required some minutes before
he was convinced of the fact of thej
little man's disappearance. But the
cabin , proved as empty as the cock-- t
pit, and the tender was gone.
The cabin chronometer chimed the
hour of four in the morning.
As the echoes died, as though they;
had evoked the genius of that place,,
a strange and dreadful cry rent the;
silence, sounding shrill across the wa-- i
ters, yet as if coming from a great
distance.
j

(To Be Continued Tomorrow.)

KANSAS WOMAN HELPLESS
Lawrence, Kan. Mr. J. F. Stone, of
this city, says, "My wife suffered for
ten years from womanly troubles, during two years of which Bhe was totally helpless. She was examined by
many physicians, some of whom gave
her up to die. Finally she began to
take Cardui, and since then has greatly Improved in health. The tonic,
strengthening, and restorative effects
of Cardui, the woman's tonic, on the
womanly constitution, are the most
valuable qualities of this popular medicine. Cardui acts specifically on the
womanly constitution. Half a century of success proves that Cardui
will do all that Is claimed for it. Try
it for your trouble.

A man and a woman were in a dispute as to which could tell the bigger
He. The woman was given the right
of way for her effort "I was walking
across the Atlantio ocean," she said,
"tnd met a man no taller than that
(she held one hand two feet from the
floor to indicate his height), who was
300 years old."
The man whistled. It was a big one
all right. "Did the dwarf have a
wooden leg?" the man asked.
The woman replied that he did.
"Was he blind in one eye?" was the
quietly.
Appleyard sighed profoundly, The next question.
worst of It is, I'm a sawed-of- f
little "He was," replied the woman.
runt, too small for you to kick as I
"Then," replied the man, "he was
ought to be kicked. . . . "
my son." Indianapolis News.
"Yes said Coast
They dined simply and solemnly on
Fond Mother And has mamma's
cold things, after which Appleyard, at
been a peacemaker today?
angel
his own suggestion, took the first
Mamma's Angel Yes, ma;' Tommy
watch. "You need rest," he argued,
and I don't rarely sleep over three Tuff was
Willie Whimpers, an'
hours a night. You turn In now and when I told 'im to stop be wouldn't, an
when your time's up I'll call you.
I jumped in an' licked the stuffln' out
There's nothing to worry about anyo' both of 'em. Purple Cow.
way; we're perfectly safe unless we're
we
I
in ship channel, which
judge
ain't from the absence of 'any whist- ' The Little Chap We're getting up a
between the married and
ling hereabouts."
Coast was really very tired and lit- single men. You're married, aren't
tle loath to be persuaded. He dropped you?
off instantly into dreamle&s sleep.
The American No, I've just been
At some time during the night he
was disturbed by a heavy splashing seasick, that's why I look that way.
under the bows. He roused Just London Opinion.
enough to appreciate where he was,
and lay staring drowsily at the cabin
Wigg Henpecke has bought a molamp until (he seemed to have dozed tor boat and named it after bis wife.
off again and again awakened) he was
aware of Appleyard's presence in the Wagg Can't manage it eh?
.

,
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half-a-gal-

SEeaa into" dreary KanTjess which
the keenest vision could by no means
have penetrated.
"All ready?"
After a while he returned, discourCoast at the wheel, nodded to Ap- aged, to the cockpit "I don't like
pleyard, who was crouching in the this," he asserted glumly. "There's
bows. "Ready," he said.
something gone wrong. We ought to
There followed a splash as Apple-yar- d 've made the Bight over an hour ago.
dropped the hook of the mooring I've been expecting we'd run aground
at which the Echo had been riding every minute of the last thirty. . .
overnight
. Sure you've got the course right?"
In a long and graceful sweep the
"Absolutely," returned Coast with
Echo swung round and slipped briskly conviction.
down the harbor to the urge of the
"Then what the dlvvle's the matfollowing wind.
ter" grumbled the little man. "MarbeEarly in the afternoon the wind
tha's Vineyard hasn't moved, I'll go
gan to fall, its volume diminishing by ball; and we certainly couldn't hold
fits and starts; heavy puffs alternated that course as long as we have withwith spells of steady breezing suc- out striking land somewhere." He
cessively more faint
Over the bows the entrance to
Quick's Hole, the passage between
Pasque and Nashawena Islands, became plainly visible.
.
Appleyard remarked the signs of
change with a wrinkle of disquiet between his brows.
"Going to have a shift of wind, you
think?" Coast asked.
The little man nodded anxiously.
"It's a cinch," he asserted. "And
when it does swing the chances are
ten to one It'll come in from the sou'-weThat's the prevailing wind
round here at this season, you know."
"Well? Even so, it'll favor us up
the Sound, won't it? Besides, we've
got the motor. . . ."
"That'll help a heap in case that fog
comes down on us, won't it?" Apple-yar- d
snorted in disgust nodding toward the bank of tawny haze that discolored the horizon beyond the low
"We're Perfectly 8afe Unless We're In
profiles of Nashawena and Cuttybunk,
Ship Channel."
over the starboard counter.
"Hadn't thought of that"
wagged a perturbed head, growling
"And yet you had the nerve to re- inarticulate dissatisfaction.
"Let me
sent my suggestion that you needed think. . . . Something wrong . .
a keeper!"
. What . . . ? Wait!" he cried
"Well, then, it's up to, us to make abruptly. "Maybe . . . Hold that
that passage as soon as we can
wheel steady for a bit, will you."
what? Hadn't I better get the motor
Dropping to his knees he peered ingoing?
Here, take the wheel, while tently into the binnacle, at the same
switch and
time opening the cut-of- f
"Never mind," Appleyard returned. disconnecting the batteries. The mo"That's my Job. You stay put. That tor promptly coughed and was quiet
is, unless you prefer "
the droning in the spark coll died
"No; I'm not crazy about it Go away, and Coast leaning forward in
ahead and break your back turning up wonder, saw the compass dial Jerk as
a cold engine, if you want to."
if suddenly release and then swing
"Don't let that fret you any, Cap'n." through an arc of almost ninety de
Appleyard grunted, setting the bin- grees ere it steadied.
nacle aside and lifting the engine-pi- t
"What in thunder does that mean?"
hatch. "Me, I was born and brought he demanded, surprised to the point
up with marine motors; they used to of Incredulity.
fill my nursing bottle with a mixture
"Means we're both asses of blooded
of gasoline and Vacuum A. Pipe your
lineage," said Appleyard sourly, risuncle."
ing; "though you're not a marker to
lie dropped lightly into the pit me. I Bhould've known better I'd 've
threw in both the main and shut-of- f
thought of it right away if I had only
in half the sense God gives the domestic
switches, opened the globe-valvthe feed pipe, made a slight adjust- goose. That compass was right on
ment of the carbureter, and slowly top of the spark coll. Naturally it
An angry magnetized. . . . And I would've
turned up the,
buzzing broke out in the spark-colknown better, too, if ever I had run
"You see," he said with elaborate an engine with the coll on the cylinnonchalance. "They're all alike any der before! Oh plflle!"
one of 'em will feed right out of my
"Then I've been holding the wrong
hand."
course for several hours."
He rocked the
to and fro
"Prezactly."
"And you haven't any idea where
half a dozen times then gave it a
smart upward pull. Instantly there we are?"
was a dull explosion in the cylinder.
"Not a glimmer."
and the wheel began to spin steadily
Thoroughly disheartened, Coast left
to the muffled drumming of the ex the wheel. "Nice mess," he observed

CHAPTER VI.
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cabin.

"Hello," he yawned, staring at the
little man's bead and shoulders as he
sat on the other transom, beyond the
center-boartrunk, busying himself
over something invisible in his 'hands.
"What's up?"
"Sorry I waked you," returned Appleyard. His eyes flickered keenly
over Coast's face for an Instant. "We
drifted aground a few minutes ago,"
he explained in a perfunctory tone; "I
pushed off with the sweep and anchored with a short cable."
"Whereabout d'you think we are?"
Coast pursued sleepily.
"How should I know? Menemsha
Bight for choice, but it might be anywhere along the Vineyard Coast possibly Pasque or No Man's Land."
"What's that?"
"No Man's Land? Oh, a little island
south of Gay Head, 'bout as big's a
handkerchief.
Practically uninhabited."
Appleyard rose.
"What you doing?" Coast yawned
extravagantly.
"Cleaning my pipe. Go on and
sleep; your time's not up yet"
"What's o'clock?"
Appleyard mumbled something Incoherent as he stepped out on deck;
and Coast turned over and slept
again.
It seemed hours later when he found
himself abruptly wide awake, in a
tremor of panlo anxiety bred of a
fancy that a human voice had cried
out in mortal terror, somewhere
within his hearing.' He started up, Informed by that sixth sense weeall'Ja
d

,

The highest point of woman's happiness is reached only through motherhood, in the clasping of hec child
within her arms. Yet the mother-to-b- e
is often fearful of nature's ordeal
and shrinks from the suffering incident to its consummation.
But for
nature's ills and discomforts nature
provides remedies, and in Mother's
Friend is to be found a medicine of
great value to every expectant mother.
It is an oily emulsion for external
application, composed of ingredients
which aet with beneficial and, soothing effect on those portions, of the
It is intended to
system involved
prepare the system for the crisis, and
thus relieve, in great part, the suffering through Which the mother usually
passes. The regular use of Mother's
Friend will repay any mother in the
comfort it affords before, and the helpful restoration to health and strength
it brings about after baby comes,
Mother's Friend

Write lor our
free

book

for

"3

ers which contains much valuable
information, and many suggestions
of a helpful nature.
BRADF1ELD

REGULATOR CO., Adanta. Co.
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Hot lunch every morning at
o'clock at the Opera Bar.

LOCAL NEWS

We Have

Seme Particularly Fine

Isn't that draft beer fine at
Opera Bar?

SATURDAY, JULY 22, 1911
10

Vanilla Ice cream and cake at White
Kitchen tonight. The clean place.
th

The Gallinas river rose so rapidly
and to such a height last Thursday
New Dutch collars in lace or em
that a stack of lumber in the corral
broidery 25c each at Hoffman and at the Turner ranch was swept
Graubarth's.
away and lost

at

Two carriages took out a party of

"Back to Primitive." In this piceight this morning to spend Sunday ture you can realize the dangers the
at Porvenlr.
moving picture actors go to in order
to secure a sensational picture. PhotTry a dram of Old Taylor bourbon oplay, tonight onfy.
,
at the Opera Bar. Served from bar
rels on the bar.
The Optic today received the score
by innings of the Las Vegas-RatoThere will be no services at St. game. The score will be
posted at
Paul's Memorial church tomorrow Murphey's
drug store this evening for
because the rector will be absent the benefit of the fans.
The scores
from the city.
were handled with expedition by the
Postal Telegraph company.
Wanted Operator to copy Associat
ed Press report over The Optic's
Washouts" in the country below Alleased wire daily except Sunday, 11:30 buquerque are still
giving the Santa
to 2:30. Call on city editor.
Fe considerable trouble. Train No.
10, due here at 1:45 o'clock this aft
A special carriage will go out to ernoon, was
delayed and did not arHarvey's Monday morning having rive until several hours
behind
seats for two extra passengers. Leave schedule time. A stub train
was
orders at Murphey's before 8 o'clock run out of Albuquerque on No. 1 s
Monday.
time for the. benefit of local
n

ALBUQUERQUE

October 9, 10,

11, 12, 13,

14, 1911.
Excursion Rates on all Railroads.
Write for Premium List and Program.
JOHN B. McMANUS,

ISAAC BARTH,

President.

Secretary-Manage-

r.

ESTABLISHED 1870

First National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building.
Sixth Street

.

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

Screened and Lump Raton Cerrillos
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OOD

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Anthracite

mnrmiih

Coal, all sizes

J0

Steam Coal

Sawed Wood and Kindling
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In Which You Can Get a Suit at

in-th-

Leandro Gonzales of Varladero yes
Positively no camping, fishing or
applied at the court house for
terday
ranch.
our
ai'.owed
on
?,Cj
hunting
W. and F. J. Wesner.
';' $2 as bounty on a coyote killed by
him recently near his home.
Vanilla Ice cream and cake at White
The most talked of picture shown
Kitchen tonight The clean place.
in many months; "Back to the PrimB. V. D. men's underwear, all sizes, itive." You can't afford to miss seeing it Photoplay tonight only.
25a per garment at Hoffman &

Per lb. 30 cents

NEW MEXICO STATE FAIR

Only a Few More Days

"WETS" IN TEXAS

There will be work e
initiatory RAIN PREVAILED TODAY OVER
degree at the regular meeting of the
THE "DRY" STRONGHOLDS-CLE- AR
I. O. O. F. Monday evening. All mem
Always get the beat at Nolette'i
ELSEWHERE
bers are urged to be present
barber ahop.

Made by people whom
We Know and who
Know How

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

WEATHER FAVORS

"Back to the Primitive," one of the
most sensational wild animal pictures
EARLE FINDS THIRD MATE
ever made. A picture that is far out
New York, July 22. Ferdinand
of the ordinary. You can't afford to
Earle, of "affinity" fame, has
miss seeing it. Photoplay tonight found his third soul mate. The ar
only.
tist, according to letters he is said to
have written friends here, is spend
"Doc" Cornish, captain of the Albu
ing a honeymoon in Germany with the
querque Grays, will play with the Ma daughter of an architect of Woking
roons here next week, in their games
ham, Berkshire, to whom he refers to
with Dawson and Raton. Cornish is as Dora,s
"the sweetest and dearest
a good fielder and usually is reliable
of them all." The couple are planning
at the bat. He will strengthen the a
trip around the world.
Maroons considerably.

Dallas, Tex., July 22. With heavy
rains falling over many of the "dry"
strongholds in the northern portion
of, the state, and fair weather prevailing In . the V'wet" country farther
south,' the voters of Texas are today
deciding the question of state-wid- e
In spite of the bad
prohibition.
weather in many towns and cities In
the northern portion, however, a
vote is being, polled.
The vote is on a
constitutional
amendment to prohibit both the sale
and manufacture of liquor. At the
anti-stat- e
wide prohibition headquar
ters at Houston, State Chairman Wol-ter- s
claims the state will go wet by
75,000 out of a probable total vote of
about 200.000.
State Chairman Ball
of the prohibitionists, is confident of
an equally 'large majority for prohl
bition.
Governor Oscar B. Colquitt pre
dicted that Texas would repudiatte
the doctrine of statewide prohibition
in the election today by a majority
Several
of at least 100,000 votes.
hundred school children, who appar
ently did not agree with the gover
nor in his prediction, followed him to
the polls, singing "Texas Is Going
Dry."
At Lockhart, in the central portion
of the state, Richard Bragg, a negro,
was shot and seriously wounded early
today, after returning from a political
rally for negroes.
An election row was reported
early from Paris, in north Texas,
where two prominent men of oppos
ing factions turned their umbrellas
into weapons and painfully Injured
each other's heads.
In many places women and chil
dren have put their influence into
the campaign during the last twenty-fou- r
hours by singing and serving
lunches.
About 2,000 women have
an all day fast to further the
cause of prohibition.
record-breakin-
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MORE BODIES

in Las Vegas to buy
Groceries and Meats

Don't Hesitate-Do- n't
Wait and then
Say: "Why didn't I Get One of Those

Bargains."

The

25.00 Suits This Sale. 16.65

The

i; Best

;

"Home-made-

GROCER.

N

W.OO Suits This Sale

.

15.00 Suits This Sale

12.SO Suits This Sale
W.OO Suits This Sale

'

Q.35

6.65

Wired
you can use any of
the modern appliances.
Then

Call up and we will make

you the best proposition you
ever heard of on wiring.

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

FOUND

Havana, July 22. A few more bodies
impossible of identification were found
in the main deck of the Maine today.
Near the captain's cabin was found a
portion of a gold watch chain on
rhlch was engraved "J. R. Bell." Bell
the captain's steward, was , among
those lost. The work of removing the
semi-fluimud in which the bulk Is
Imbedded was Interrupted today by an
accident to a scow and the exploration of the after berth deck has ben
postponed.

Summer
Furniture
Utilities
STAND

Just Received

CLOSED

Porch Furniture, Swings, etc, Old
Chairs and Rockers.

Hick-ory-

r

The Finest Line of Hammocks in Las Vegas
' ...At Reasonable Prices...

J. cTjOHNSEN & SON.
"Complete Furnishers of the Home."

5 ..

PAD 30 DAYS
Our Pride Flour
$1.30 per Sack
EverySack Guaranteed

Las Vegas Steam Laundry

Las Vegas

Bread, Rolls, Cakes, Pies'
and Cookies will be found
The "Ilome of

12.00
10.00

Have Your House

Phone Main 81.

"

Roller Mills

Phone Main 131

"The Better the Day
the Better the Deed."

San-

itary Bakery Goods."

;,

Bouchert

Subscribe lor Tiio Optls

22.50 Suits This Sato 15.00
20.00 Suits This Sale 13.35

J. II. STEARNS

'n any kind of weather. Let
Us do your Baking for You,

Don't you think it wold be a splendid deed to cheer

v.,

r

"

Prices

$30.00 Sulfa This Salts $20.00
27.50 Suits This Sale W.35

Dainty Undergarments Nicely
Laundered

here.

THE GRAAF & HAYWARD CO.

per cent Off

1- -3

d

fussing around a cook stove

.

GREENBERGER'S

Hot Work

THE BEST PLACE

-

at
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ROBBER GETS LIFE TERM
Los Angeles, July 22. H. C. Rogers
was sentenced here to life imprisonment for robbery. He was convicted
of robbing a local jewelry store while
a companion beat the proprietor into
The companion, "Jack
insensibility.
Pearson, alias Baker, is at large, and
The Rev. Oliver A. Kingsbury of la said to he traceable through his
New Hatrford,
N. Y., one of the companion, who habitually carries a
New big Angora cat.
leading clergymen of central
York for the past twenty years, and
STRAYED OR 8TOLEN
a widely known contributor to religi'A black horse with white spot in
ous Journals in the east, will preach
For Sale 160 .acres with Improve
at the Presbyterian church at the 11 face, branded Z on left hip and XZ on ments four miles from town. Will
o'clock service tomorrow morning. same side. Notify Mrs. S. A. Irwin, sell at bargain, half cash balance on
Rev. Kingsbury is the father of A.' R. Colmor, N. M., and receive reward.
time. A. H. Harris, 612 Lincoln Ave.
Kingsbury, well known in business
circles here.
Subscribers desiring address changed please state both the old and the
Twenty-fou- r
homing pigeons, ship- new address.
ped here this week from Chicago,
were released this morning at 8:30
o'clock on Fountain Square by F. M.
Palmer, agent for the Wells Fargo Ex.
press company. The pigeons turned
July is hot; but what of that?
southward immediately after being re
Put on a broad-brimme- d
leased. They made a turn after flying
a short distance and started directly
light straw hat,
Cut out all meat and fatty
northeast. The birds are contestants
Ladies' dainty lingerie is given
In races being conducted by a big
food,
especial attention at our plant
association of homing pigeon fanciers.
For hot weather they are
and is laundered in a way that
Mr. Palmer expects to receive notice
not good.
every particular woman.
delights
from the officials of the club when
'We
wash
your dainty muslins
the bird3 arrive in Chicago.
Drink citrous drinks like
and laces carefully, and we
lemonade, -give them a clear, bright white
In midday rest beneath the
feaacanaEBEaHnsausBSBE
color.
shade
They are starched to just the
Spend the cool hours of the
right degree, in just the right
nigrht in bed,
places, and are ironed by girls
Eat only "Cream Ioaf
who do this work so well that
Flour" Bread.
when finished the garments
really look better than when
new.
ARE SMALL
, OUR CHARGES
TRY THE WORK.

Travelers crossing the new bridge
at Hermit lodge may now view a
scene that suggests strongly the Alps.
A beautiful cascade tumbles down
the canyon, above which towers a
mighty peak capped by a sheer
cliff of a thousand feet or more.

.

"

(The Coffee Man.)

some sick friend with a nice bunch of flowers tomorrow?
We have the goods.' .Flowers, delivered anywhere.
Open until noon.

& Son
Onion
Perry
Ranch Phori Main 276
462
Store Phono
Main

ZL1

JULY AT HARVEY'S
Cool and comfortable.1

(

Tony Faust draught beer is on tap
at the Opera Bar, and Is one of the

Excellent home table.
Saddle burros free. :
Excursions everywhere
y
Carriage out Wed." and Saturday.
Terms: $2 per day; $10 per week.
"
Leave orders at

J

MuJ-phey'-

f

finest draught beers served over any
bar in the city.
Finch'a Golden Wedding Ryj, aged
the wood. Direct from distillery
to you.' At'.theLobby, of conne.
In

